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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR  

Education plays a key role for development and welfare of people in a society. Government 

of Sindh, School Education Department has taken efforts to develop the education sector 

and improve the state of affairs through various initiatives and reforms. Sindh Education 

Sector Plan (2014-18) explains and emphasizes all efforts leading to access, quality, 

governance and other areas. After 18th Constitutional Amendment provinces were given 

the liberty to take lead role for the uplift of important education areas such as Curriculum 

Development, Policy Planning etc. School Education Department is trying to implement all 

reforms as per plan with a sincere commitment to achieve desired targets. It has developed a 

constant follow-up mechanism which informs about timely completion of various tasks such as setting policy, 

framing rules and implementation strategy regarding curriculum development, teacher’s professional 

development, textbook development and assessment etc. All these efforts also inform about the quality of 

teaching learning process. Sindh Provincial Achievement Test (SPAT) is one of such measures.   

Students’ achievement is the reliable indicator for the status of the delivery and effectiveness of quality education. 

Through diagnostic analysis of student’s assessment, Government can further improve the delivery of education 

services. The Government of Sindh has recognized this obligation and has given priority to the development of 

Sindh Provincial Education Assessment Center (PEACe) which is functioning in Bureau of Curriculum & Extension 

Wing Sindh under the School Education Department. The capacity of Sindh PEACe team has been developed 

through various capacity building programs.  The department has decided to carry out reliable Learning 

Assessment Surveys in a rigorous, methodological and statistically correct manner on regular basis. PEACe Sindh 

has been following and supporting internationally established standards of large scale testing. This has enabled 

PEACe team to carry out effective provincial assessment surveys. This year PEACe has focused on Grade III 

assessment in the subject of Mathematics and Language (Sindhi/Urdu). It was a challenging task for the team to 

interact with small kids of Grade III in two important subjects. I would like to thank the whole team, our colleague 

Directors of School Education and District Education Officers of all districts, Focal Persons, Lead Trainers and all 

Teachers & students who were engaged in schools in the field during this whole exercise. I would like to 

congratulate PEACe team who has done a commendable work with rigorous efforts by facing many challenges 

during this assessment test.    

I am confident that the report will enable the concerned stakeholders to think and revisit the policy, planning and 

practice and to improve its implementation in the light of assessment survey results. The findings and 

recommendation will also help in identifying areas of need for Teacher Education, and development of additional 

material for teachers support & student learning.   

 
 
 
Mushtaque Ahmed Shahani  
Director,  
Bureau of Curriculum & Extension 
Wing, Sindh, Jamshoro 
 
06 May 2017 
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ACRONYMS 
 

BoC  : Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro 

CRQs  : Constructed Response Questions 

CU   : Conceptual Understanding 

DFP  : District Focal Persons 

DEOs  : District Education Officers 

DETRC  : Divisional Educational Technology Resource Center  

D.I   : Discrimination Index 

D.Int  : Developing Interpretation 

EX.C & St : Examinee Content and Structure 

GECE  : Government Elementary College of Education 

GU  : General Understanding 

HTBQs  : Head Teachers Background Questionnaires 

LMT  : Lead Master Trainer  

MCQs  :  Multiple Choice Questions 

NC   : National Curriculum  

NEAS  : National Education Assessment System 

OMR  : Optical Mark Reader 

PAT  :  Provincial Achievement Test 

PEACe  : Provincial Education Assessment Centre 

P value  : Percentage Correct  

SBQs  : Students Background Questionnaires  

SEMIS  : Sindh Education Management Information System  

SLO  : Student’s Learning Outcome 

SPSS  : Statistical Package for Social Sciences  

SS   : Subject Specialist 

TA   : Test Administrator 

TBQ  : Teachers Background Questionnaires 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Effectiveness of quality education services can be gauged by the status of students’ learning and 

the extent to which they attain pre-defined standards and competencies as identified in the 

Curriculum 2006. It will enable Sindh Government to identify its need for focused intervention 

for the improvement of teaching, students’ learning and learning environment. To achieve this 

purpose, Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe), Bureau of Curriculum and 

Extension Wing Sindh decided to conduct a sample based survey of grade-3 students in two 

subjects; Mathematics and Languages (Sindhi/Urdu) along with background questionnaires 

related to head teachers, subject teachers, students and parents. Tests were developed on the 

basis of the National Curriculum, 2006. The domains of mathematics assessed were numbers & 

operations, fractions, measurements, geometry and data representation. In languages 

(Sindhi/Urdu), the reading sub skills assessed were reading forming general understanding, 

developing interpretation, making reader text connection and examining content and structure. 

The writing sub skills assessed were task content, task structure and knowledge of language and 

vocabulary. Grammar related skills assessed were vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure.  

 

A representative sample of 2300 schools was selected through stratified random sampling. The 

selected students participated in the achievement tests for two days. A maximum number of 10 

ten students were selected from the sample schools with systematic sampling in all 29 districts of 

Sindh province. The students sample planned out of 2300 school was 23000.  

The main objectives of the Provincial Achievement Test (PAT)-2017 is: 

 

• To assess the learning achievements of Grade 3 students in the subjects of Language 

(Sindhi/Urdu) and Mathematics in sample schools of the Sindh province. 

• To establish the baselines (i.e. Mathematics and Languages for Grade-3) of the all districts 

in the province of Sindh. 

• To examine the possible affecting factors related to school, students and parents correlating 

with student achievements. 

• To share findings of the study with policy makers and give them recommendations for 

targeting of resources for improving quality of education, improving curriculum/textbooks 

and  teacher training courses, as appropriate. 
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The report reflects the detailed description about the planning of the survey, test construction, 

sample design, test administration, test monitoring during administration, test scoring and data 

entry and finding of the survey 2017. Another section of report reflects the overall student 

achievement, student achievement by location, gender, cognitive domain by gender, location and 

overall, according to content domain in the mathematics and languages (Sindhi/Urdu), according 

to the district wise results, Content Domain, aspect of learning, grammar and purpose of writing 

in the languages and impact of the background variable on the students achievement.  

 

Moreover, the report contains the recommendations for the policy makers of Sindh province for 

improving the quality of education through the development of an improved curricula, quality 

textbooks, and assessment system and improvements in teachers’ training. 

 

SUBJECT WISE RESULTS AT A GLANCE 

 

Following chart gives the overall subject-wise achievement of the students of grade-3 in Sindh  

 

Subject Mathematics Sindhi Urdu Overall 

% Mean Score 45.27 43.50 34.93 41.23 

 

The results of survey show that students’ overall achievement in grade-3 is around 41.23% and is 

below 50% in every subject. The most difficult subject for the students is Urdu Language and 

they have expressed their best understanding in Mathematics. With respect to gender, there is a 

significant difference in the achievement of level between boys and girls students in all subjects 

except mathematics, however, girls have performed better than boy in all subject expect 

mathematics and with respect to location, there is a significant difference in the achievement of 

level between rural and urban students in all subjects. All tests are reliable because the Alpha 

value of each subject test is greater than the required values of Alpha. (.7).  

 

 

SUBJECT WISE MAIN RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 

Below are subject-wise key results drawn from the analysis of data gathered from the PAT 2017 

 

KEY RESULTS MATHEMATICS 

• Students achieved overall mean score of 45.27%, which is below the mean score of 50%. 

• Students performed better in the area of ‘number & operations’ (47.64%) as compared to 

other area of mathematics i.e. measurement (45%), geometry (26.3%) and information 

handling (8.02 %). 
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• Performance of boy students was better (45.29%) than girls (45.23%) in overall 

achievements in mathematics. The difference between boys’ and girls’ performance is found 

not significant. 

• Students from rural areas performed better (45.54%) than urban (44.85%) areas students. The 

difference in their mean score is significant. 

 

KEY RESULTS LANGUAGES (URDU) 

• Students of Urdu language achieved an overall mean score of 34.93%, which is below the 

mean score of 50%. 

• Students perform better in ‘reading’ where mean score is 52.11%, and found difficulties in 

‘writing’ where mean score is 17.74%, which considerably low than their score in reading. 

• In reading comprehension (language Urdu), the students of grade-3, are performing better in 

‘Reading for literary experience poetry (56.23%)’ than ‘Reading for information (51.44%)’ 

and ‘Reading for literary experience story (51.94%)’  

• Language Cognition (Language Urdu), the students of the grade-3, is performing better in 

‘grammar (73.2%)’ than ‘vocabulary (49.32%)’ and ‘sentence structure (47.82%)’. 

• Purposes of writing has two parts, one is Narrative Writing and second is Informative 

writing. The % mean score of the students is 13.36 in Narrative Writing and 22.12 in 

Informative writing 

• Girls performed better (36.59%) than boys (32.91%) in the Urdu language. The difference in 

their mean score is highly significant. 

• Students from urban areas performed better (35.36%) than rural (30.98%) areas students. The 

difference in their mean score is highly significant. 

 

KEY RESULTS LANGUAGES (SINDHI) 

• Students achieved an overall mean score of 43.50% in Sindhi language, which is much 

closed to the mean score of 50%. 

• Students perform better in ‘reading’ where mean score is 68.03% and found difficulties in 

‘writing’ where mean score is 18.97%, which quite low than their score in reading. 

• In reading comprehension (language Sindhi), the students of grade-3, are performing better in 

‘Reading for literary experience poetry (71.85%)’ than ‘Reading for information (66.77%)’ 

and ‘Reading for literary experience story (68.41%)’.  
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• Language Cognition (Language Sindhi), the students of the grade-3, is performing better in 

‘sentence structure (70.74%) and grammar (70.46%)’ than ‘vocabulary (63.75%)’. 

• Purposes of writing has two parts, one is Narrative Writing and second is Informative 

writing. The % mean score of the students is 13.27 in Narrative Writing and 24.67 in 

Informative writing 

• Girls performed better (44.12%) than Boys (43.19%) in Sindhi language. The difference in 

their mean score is significant. 

• Students in urban areas performed better (43.85%) than rural (43.38%) areas students. The 

difference in their mean score is significant. 

 

KEY RESULTS ON BACKGROUND VARIABLE 

 

• Students of age group (between 8 to 10 years) showed better results in mathematics than 

other age groups 

• It was observed that students, who have facilities of the separate room,  books, newspaper & 

magazine, TV, computer and dictionary at home for study performed better than those who 

have not these facilities. 

• The students, who spent one hour daily for homework at home, performing well in 

Mathematics and Sindhi except Urdu. 

• A favorite subject has a negative correlation with students’ achievement in the subject. 

• The study and playing after the school time has positive effect on students’ study. 

• Parent’s intention on their children about study has positive impact on the student’s 

achievement. 

• Students, who were taught by use of charts, models, picture, textbooks, black board, audio 

& visual aids, lesson plan, achieved better score.  

• The students who were appreciated in the class have performed better. 

• Co-curricular activities have the positive impact on the students’ performance 

• Feedback and guidance from the teachers on the study and home work has positive effect on 

the students’ performance. 

• Students taught through cooperative learning and activity based teaching has the positive 

impact on the students’ achievement. 

 

The analysis of background and context variables in relation to achievement scores revealed that 

several variables related to students’ home background, teaching-learning processes and teaching 

practices were important in determining students’ achievement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 
Education is considered to be the most important factor in the social and overall development 

of the country. It is a stark reality that where education delivery is planned & executed 

systematically, the desired targets are achieved. This recognition has given strong impetus to 

progress and development of every sector of education. The Government of Sindh is giving 

paramount importance to improve the standard of education and has initiated a broad based 

reform agenda for its education sector to deal with the chronic problems of access, quality 

and governance that challenge education service delivery in Sindh. This reform agenda 

proposes a strategy to deal with the complicated problem in a comprehensive way by 

addressing all the issues in an integrated manner. Through structured capacity building and 

with Technical Assistance Support, the Education Department, GoS has established capacity 

in the Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe) to carry out reliable learning 

assessment surveys in a rigorous, methodological and statistically correct manner. The 

assessment program builds on national efforts in assessment (under the National Education 

Assessment Program or NEAS) and uses NEAS findings to develop diagnostic assessment in 

curricular areas, where students from Sindh perform poorly.  

 

Provincial Educational Assessment Centre (PEACe) is the only Institute which is responsible 

to conduct assessment activities for the learning achievement of Elementary Level Schools 

with the objective to improve the quality of education at school, District and Provincial 

Level. In Sindh, PEACe was established in 2002 and housed in the Bureau of Curriculum and 

Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro. This Institute has conducted achievement tests in four 

subjects, Language (Sindhi / Urdu), Mathematics, Science and Social Studies for grade 4 and 

grade 8 in the province of Sindh in collaboration with National Education Assessment 

System (NEAS), Ministry of Education Islamabad. 

 

The main purpose of establishment of PEACe is to: 

▪ Provide detailed, information regarding student learning for each district in Sindh. 

▪ Enable teachers and students to identify their needs, set plans and strategies to achieve 

the targets. 

▪ Provide empirical evidence for improvements/ changes required in teacher training, 

curriculum and textbook development. 

 

After the completion of NEAS activities in 2008, PEACe Sindh started its own activities, 

detail as given under:  

1.1 DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT TEST UNDER PEACE (2009-2012) 

 

In 2008, under the Sindh Education Reform Program (SERP-I) and after the completion of 

National assessment activities under NEAS, PEACe Sindh uses NEAS findings as the basis 
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for the development of diagnostic assessment in the curricular areas of Mathematics, 

Languages (Sindhi and Urdu), Science and Social Studies for grade-4 & 8 in 23 districts of 

Sindh Province. The study was conducted in 4000 schools with approximately 40,000 

students aimed for identifying in each district, the strengths and weaknesses of students’ 

achievement in relation to the National Curriculum 2006, correspondingly the strengths and 

weaknesses of the textbook and teaching learning processes used in the classroom. 

1.2 PROVINCIAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST UNDER PEACE (2014-2015) 

In 2014-15, under the Sindh Education Reform Program (SERP-II), PEACe Sindh conducted 

Provincial Achievement Test (PAT)-2015 of the grade-4 students in the subjects of 

Mathematics, Science, languages (Sindhi/Urdu) and English 
 

2. PROVINCIAL ACHIEVEMENT TEST 2017 
 

After the implementation of the 18th amendment, the PEACe Sindh has planned to conduct a 

sample based students’ Achievement Test in 2300 schools with 23000 students 

approximately participating for the grade-3 in the subject of Mathematics and Languages 

(Sindhi/Urdu) under the Sindh Education Reform Program (SERP-II) in all district of the 

Sindh. The assessment findings will identify the real gaps and problems affecting the class 

room teaching-learning process. 
 

Following are the key stages in Provincial Achievement Test (PAT)-2017 is depicted in the Fig. 

The Process for Provincial Achievement Test 2017 

Development of 
Assessment 
Frameworks

Test item writing 

Development of 
manuals for Test 
Administrators 
and monitors 

Training of Test 
Administrators

Piloting of test and 
monitoring

Item analysis and 
selection of items 

for PAT

Sample 
verification 

through District 
Focal Persons 

Finalize test 
booklets in the 
four subjects

Training  
personnel engaged 

in test 
administration 

Test 
administration and 

monitoring

Coding and scoring 
of tests

Stakeholder 
consultation to 

seek their advice 
on reporting

Report and 
dissemination 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORKS 

 

The assessment framework and specification is a planning tool which was developed and 

reviewed by 13 subject experts from PEACe along with working school teachers from 30-

January-01 February, 2016, at Divisional Educational Technology Resource Centre 

Hyderabad in the subject of 

mathematics and languages 

(Sindhi/Urdu). See annex-1, for list of 

subject experts. The subject 

frameworks consisted of two-

dimensional matrix, content dimension 

and cognitive dimension, which are 

closely aligned with curriculum of the 

respective subjects. The development 

of the subject Framework defines the 

assessment objectives and included the 

test specification. On the basis of these domains, test specification for both subjects, 

Mathematics & languages (Sindhi/Urdu) were prepared. This described the number of 

questions, test format (e.g., multiple choice, constructed-response, etc.)and the weightage of 

each area of knowledge and skills to be tested.  

 

Along with subject wise detailed frameworks, which were framework for background 

Questionnaires including Students-Parents, Subject Teachers and Head Teachers were also 

developed. (See Annex-2 for mathematics, languages and Background Questionnaires 

respectively). 

 

An overview on subject specification is given below: 

Mathematics: 

  Mathematical Content 

   Number & Operation 

   Fraction 

   Measurement 

   Geometry 

   Data Representation 

  

  Mathematical Ability 

   Knowledge 

   Comprehension 

   Application 
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Sindhi & Urdu Language 

  Reading 

  Context for Reading 

   Reading for Literary Experience 

   Reading for Information 

 

Aspects of Reading 

   Forming General Understanding 

   Developing Interpretation 

   Making reader Text Connection 

   Examining Content & Structure  

    

  Writing 

Narrative writing – telling a story 

   Informative writing – informing the reader 

 

 

3.2. ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS 

 

To measure the students’ learning achievements as well as analyzing factors which affect the 

quality of education in Sindh Province, two types of the assessment instruments were 

developed to test Grade –3, students in 2017.  

 

• Test booklets in the subject of Mathematics and Languages (Sindhi/ Urdu) 

• Background Questionnaires for students-parents, subject teachers (Mathematics & 

languages) and head teachers. 

 

Items were developed through the 

assessment experts having the broad 

knowledge of the subject as well as 

assessment experience of the working 

with PEACe and NEAS according to 

table of specifications of each subject 

Mathematics and Languages 

(Sindhi/Urdu) for the Grade-3. Multiple 

Choice Questions (MCQs) and 

Constructed Response Questions 

(CRQs) were developed according to 

the weightage assigned in the test specifications. Items were developed in Urdu and then 

translated into Sindhi. Items were two times more than required in large scale test.  
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Background Questionnaires were 

developed for students and parents, 

subject teachers and head teachers. 

These questionnaires contained 

questions to identify the effects on 

students achievement, for example, 

parents qualification,parent occupation, 

teacher qualifications (Academic & 

Professional), school condition, 

continuous professional development 

programs, teaching experience of the 

teacher, giving homework, facilities at home & school, living in a rural area as compared 

with an urban area, quality of  textbooks, social connection within and outside family and 

student attitudes regarding Mathematicsand Languages (Sindhi/Urdu) and their teaching.  

 

The guideline for the District Focal Person (DFP) was developed for conducting the 

uniform testing procedure and fully understood their role in the district during test 

administration.  

 

Test administrator’s guide lines for 

conducting the test was developed by 

PEACe subject specialists with the 

objective to conduct the test in similar 

manner throughout Sindh province. 

Test administrator’s Field report and 

monitoring perform were also 

developed. 

 

For Mathematics, Background 

Questionnaires and other assessment 

instrument, one translator was also engaged within each group to translate assessment 

instruments into Sindhi for Sindhi medium schools. The entire exercise for instrument 

development was completed in workshop setting from 10-15 February, 2016 at Divisional 

Educational Technology Resource Centre Latifabad, Hyderabad. Once assessment 

instruments had been developed, they were first reviewed based on professional judgment 

and selected items were placed in three different parallel test booklets A, B & C in each 

subject in accordance to subject related test specification. 
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3.3. PILOT TESTING 

 

For the piloting, 120 schools were 

selected from 20 districts (6 schools 

from each district with the 

specification, 3 rural, 3 urban & 3 girls, 

and 3 boys). These districts are 

selected within five regions 

(Hyderabad, Mirpurkhas, Sukkur, 

Karachi and Larkana) by keeping the 

criteria, three high achieving and three 

low achieving, based on previous study 

conducted by Provincial Education 

Assessment Centre (PEACe) in 2014-15 for grade-4. Representative samples of 1200 

students from 120 schools (89 Sindhi Medium and 31 Urdu Medium Schools) were randomly 

selected with even distribution in terms of gender and locale. From each school 10 students 

were included in the planned sample, who had completed their grade -3 and were studying in 

grade-4 in March 2016.The 1200 students’ data is sufficient to run ITEMAN for item 

analysis that, generate results on classical theory. This program provided information on two 

parameters; item difficulty and item discrimination, and the information was also used in item 

selection, along with information on the performance of distracters for each of it. Data 

analysis results reveal that 90 to 95% items performed well and these items used as such for 

the large scale assessment. The remaining items were included after revision either in stem or 

distracters. Finally, these items were organized into three booklets, entitled as Booklet A, 

Booklet B and Booklet C for each subject for large scale testing. 

 

3.4.THE PROVINCIAL SAMPLE 

 

In order to draw an adequately representative sample of the Sindh Province, the list of 

Government schools in the Sindh Education Management Information System (SEMIS) was 

used as the sampling frame. In this regard, grade -2 enrolment was used as measure of size 

because the current Grade-3 students were in Grade-2 at the time of the 2014/15 Census of 

Schools. A stratified two stage sampling procedure was used for the selection of 2300 public 

schools.The sample was selected according to district; rural/urban; male/female categories 

covering the whole province.The students sample planned out of 2300 schools. A maximum 

number of 10 students were selected from the sample schools with systematic sampling in all 

29 districts of Sindh province. The selected students participated in the achievement tests for 

two days.The actual sample used in analyzing was less than originally defined sample (20343 

students and 2225 schools). This may be due to less number of enrolments and lack of 

information to school for test. 
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The assessment activity was 

delayed and completed in 

2016/2017, which mean two 

years old census data was used 

for correlation between current 

Grade-3 enrolment and MOS at 

the time of sampling. After 

completing the sample process, 

sample was sent to district 

authority and District Focal 

Person nominated by the PEACe 

for verification of the school  

enrolment either boys or girls, 

medium, shift, location and 

nomination of Test 

Administrators for the each 

school. More details regarding 

the design of the sample is found 

in annex-3. 

 

 

 

 

3.5. MEETING WITH REGIONAL DIRECTORS, DEOS AND DISTRICT FOCAL PERSONS 

 

3.5.1. REGIONAL DIRECTORS AND 

DEOS 

 

PEACe Sindh organized one day 

meeting with district education 

officers(primary, elementary, secondary 

and higher secondary) at Hotel Royal 

Taj Autobahn road Hyderabad on dated 

18-01-2017, regarding to conduct PAT-

2017.The participatory in the meeting 

were Regional Directors, DEOs, 

ADEOs TEOs, DDOs, DG (PITE), 

BOC & PEACe officials. 
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The underlying aim of this meeting 

was to; 

• Introduction of PEACe  

• Process of Assessment 

Activities 2017 

• schedule of test administration 

• Support and coordination 

during LST 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5.2. DISTRICT FOCAL PERSONS 

 

One day meeting was also arranged 

with all District Focal Persons 

nominated by PEACe on dated 19 

January, 2017 at GECE (M) 

Hyderabad. The main role of district 

focal persons was to inform and 

verifying the status of sample schools, 

enrolment, medium, training for test 

administrators, distribution of 

assessment materials, reclaim the 

expenditure of district for assessment 

activity and safe collection of materials after the completion of test. A list of the district Focal 

Persons is found in annex-4. Following are the key points discussed during meeting: 

• Introduction of PEACe 

• Process of Assessment Activities 2017 

• Schedule of test administration 

• Role & responsibilities in respective district 

• List of sample schools 

• Training of TAs and Test Administration 

• Budget 

 

The Guidelines for the focal persons were written by PEACe to ensure that they fully 

understood their role in the test administration. 
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3.6. TRAINING OF LEAD MASTER TRAINERS  

 

The administration of questionnaires 

is a delicate procedure. To ensure the 

reliability and validity of the data in 

the field, uniformity of administration 

is highly important. To ensure the 

standardization of test administration, 

a one-day training of Lead master 

Training were conducted at four 

different centers of Sindh. One 

hundred and sixteen Lead Master 

Trainers were trained (36 at Sukkur, 

36 at Hyderabad, 20 at Karachi and 20 at Mirpurkhas). The training was delivered by the 

PEACe team at these centers. In the light of test administrators’ manual, the trained master 

trainers were supposed to impart the same trainings to the test administrators to their 

respective districts. The center wise planned for training of lead master trainers is found in 

annex-5. 

 

3.7. TRAINING OF TEST ADMINISTRATION  

 

One day training of the test 

administrators were organized by 

PEACe with the purpose of: 

introduction of PEACe Sindh, the 

purpose of the survey, how to select the 

students within the class, how to 

administer assessment instruments, 

including use of practice question as 

given in the test booklet to familiarize 

the students with the test methodology, 

seating arrangements for students, and 

collecting and sealing test booklets. The teachers were trained by Master Trainers, who had 

previously received training by PEACe. The achievement tests were administered by 4600 

teachers (TAs) in all 29 districts of Sindh province.Two test administrators were appointed 

for one sampled school.  
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The PEACe staff monitored the test administration training in some districts.  

Through training, test administered learned: 

• Day wise schedule for test administration 

• How to randomly select 10 students using systematic sampling procedure 

• How to administer assessments, including introducing assessments to students, 

seating arrangements for students, and collecting and sealing test booklets.  

• How to fill up the information in attendance sheet, dispatching of test booklets to 

PEACe office after the completion of the test. 

• Manage their finances and reclaim their expenditure during their travel in assessment 

activities.  

• Fill the test administration report concerned to the issues and challenges observed 

during testing.  

 

3.8. TEST BOOKLETS PRINTING & DISPATCHING  

 

PEACe Sindh published a tender in daily newspapers for the printing of testing materials 

including distribution of these materials to the training centers through courier before one day 

of the test administrators training (both for pilot & large scale test) according to the schedule 

provided by PEACe Sindh. 

 

3.9. TEST ADMINISTRATION, SCORING AND DATA ENTRY 

 

Test was administrated to the entire 

sample of 2300 schools in all 29 

districts of the Sindh Province from 13-

14 February, 2017. Two tests were 

administered, one for Mathematics and 

second for Languages (Sindhi/Urdu) 

along with background questionnaires 

for students and parents, subject 

teachers and head teachers.  

 

Some of the difficulties identified in 

the test administration were as follows: 

• Test administrators did not always follow the guidance given in the manual; 

• Lack of selection of 10 students in a class which had more than 10 students  
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• Test administrators did not always use the examples in the test booklets to familiarize 

the students with the test methodology; 

• The class enrollment was not recorded accordingly as required in attendance sheet for 

some of the sampled schools 

 

Marking and coding methodologies 

was prepared by the subject specialists 

on paper sheets and then transferred 

into the Excel program. Each possible 

answer was given a specific code. 

Marking scheme (rubrics) was also 

developed. The markers and coders 

were given comprehensive one day 

training on how to mark and code a 

question in the light of rubric. The 

whole process took one month and 

approximately 70434 Booklets & BQs were marked and coded. Checking the data was an 

onerous task, it was not possible to check every single sheet. The data of one student out of 

10 students on a scoring sheet was re-checked by eight supper checkers designated from the 

PEACe. Discrepancies identified in the sheets were rectified, where possible or the data was 

discarded due to its lack of reliability.  

 

To ensure quality assurance, 

centralized coding and marking of all 

the scripts was undertaken in 

Hyderabad. Manual test scoring and 

coding of all the scripts was 

conducted by elementary college 

faculty, teachers (from both public 

and private). Eighty three markers 

coders were engaged (65 for Sindhi 

script and 18 for Urdu scripts). 

 

After checking the scoring and coding sheets data was sent to data entry operator. Twelve 

data input operators were entered the data.  

 

A briefing was given to all data input operators to guide them how to enter the correct entries 

on Excel sheet. The whole process was monitored by PEACe subject specialist.  The data 

entered was super checked by PEACe and the remaining inconsistencies in the manual 

checking were identified and rectified. 
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3.10. MONITORING 

 

Monitoring was undertaken in three areas of provincial achievement test 2017: 

• Monitoring the Test administration 

• Monitoring scoring and coding of assessment instruments 

• Monitoring data entry 

 

 

3.10.1 Monitoring the Test administration 

 

A monitoring team was constituted in each taluka of a district by PEACe. The staffs of 

PEACe, RSU, BoC, PITE, STEDA, STBB, School Education Department, DEOs, principals 

GECEs, DFPs monitored the test administration to ensure quality and transparency of test 

administration. The monitoring officers collected information and reported back to PEACe on 

‘to what extent’ the Test Administrators followed the instructions given in the test 

administrators’ manual. A monitoring form was also developed by PEACe for gauging 

quality of data capturing.The monitors monitored the assessment activity and reported back 

to PEACe on ‘to what extent’ the TAs followed the guidelines given during their training. 

The monitoring performa is attached in annex-6. 

 

Some of the key field issues reported by the monitoring officers are as under: 

 

• It was clearly instructed to TAs that if a student does not take day 1st test then student 

should have not been selected for Language Test but in some instances this was not 

followed. 

• Some of the Monitoring Officer reported that the lighting and seating arrangements 

were not comfortable. 

• Some places school was monitored by two Monitoring Officers. 

 

3.10.2. MONITORING SCORNING AND CODING OF ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS  

 

Subject wise monitoring was undertaken to ensure the quality of scoring and coding of all the 

scripts. PEACe subject specialist worked as monitor with responsibilities to Monitor the 

scoring process and take decision in case of anomalies and maintain record of 

used/unused/rejected bags. 

 

3.10.3. MONITORING DATA ENTRY  

 

Monitoring was undertaken by PEACe to ensure the data entered in excel sheet is according 

to the instructions. Inconsistencies in the process were identified and rectified. To remove the 

any possible error from the data, the assessment expert cleaned the data before analysis. 
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3.11. CONSULTATIVE MEETING  

 

To seek advice to finalize the report 

format and background variables to be 

addressed in Provincial Achievement 

Test 2017, a consultation meeting with 

the stakeholders held on 2nd May 2017 

at the Bureau of Curriculum and 

Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro. There 

were 25 participants from PITE, RSU, 

University of Sindh, Shah Latif 

University, School Education, STBB, PEACe, BOC and STEDA participated in said meeting. 

They gave their valuable feedback to prepare the report on PAT-2017. 

 

4. UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROVINCIAL FINDINGS  

 

The PEACe used widely accepted statistical procedures in analyzing the data. After 

completion of the data entry process on the excel sheet, data was cleaned and was converted 

into SPSS file format. SPSS is used for basic descriptive/ summary statistics, compare mean, 

correlation. 

 

The following softwares were used for data analysis: 

 

▪ SPSS (Version 20.0) 

▪ ITEMAN (classical Item analysis for pilot )  

▪ ConQuest (for IRT Item analysis for pilot) 

▪ Excel (for Data Entry)  

 

Results are presented as percent mean 

scores. The achievement of students is 

discussed under the following headings: 

 

• Overall student achievement 

• Student Achievement by 

Location 

• Student Achievement by Gender 

• District wise results 
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• Student overall achievement according to Content Domain, aspect of learning, 

grammar and purpose of writing in the languages 

• Background Questionnaire Findings 

 

To make the scores meaningful and to establish a relationship between student achievement 

and through the various variables, Pearson Correlation coefficient, compare mean and 

significance levels are explained below.  

 

4.1. SIGNIFICANCE   LEVELS 

 

To check whether differences in reported scores could have occurred by chance alone, 

significance tests are reported. A probability where is p< 0.05 means that the difference could 

occur by chance alone in only 5 out of 100 students; where it is p< 0.01 the difference could 

occur by chance alone in only 1 out of 100 students (significant difference) and where it is 

0.00 there is a highly significant difference. 
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5. FINDINGS 
 

5.1. SUBJECT WISE OVERALL STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

SUBJECT MATHEMATICS: 

 

Overall achievement of the students in the mathematics grade -3 in% mean score is 45.27%, 

which is below the mean score of 50%.   

 

Table-1 : Overall Student Achievement in Mathematics Grade-3 

Subject % Mean Score 

Mathematics 45.27 

 

Figure-1 : Overall Student Achievement in Mathematics Grade-3 

 
 

The above picture shows the score distribution of the students in the subject of mathematics, 

is in normal, which means that most of the students having average score. It indicates the test 

is moderate for sample population.  
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STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS BY GENDER 

 

Table-2 : Student Achievement in Mathematics Grade-3 by gender 

Gender % Mean Score Comments 

Boys 45.29 
Not Significant 

Girls 45.23 

 

Figure-2 : Student Achievement in Mathematics Grade-3 by gender 

 

 
 

The above results show the achievement of boys is 45.29 % and girls is 45.23% in the subject 

of Mathematics Grade-3, which are below 50%. The difference between boys and girls 

performance is very slight, but it is not significant because (p=.861 which is p ≥ .005). 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS BY LOCATION 

 

Table-3: Student Achievement in Mathematics Grade-3 by Location 

Location % Mean Score Comments 

Rural 45.54 
Significant 

Urban 44.85 
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Figure-3: Student Achievement in Mathematics Grade-3 by Location 

 

 

 

The above results show the achievement of rural students is 45.54 %and urban students is 

44.85% in the subject of Mathematics Grade-3, which are below 50%. The difference 

between rural and urban students’ performance is very slight, but difference is  

significant because (p=.035 which is p ≤.05). 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS BY CONTENT DOMAIN 

 

Overall students performed best in Numbers & operation, which is above the overall subject 

mean (45.27%) followed by the content areas of Measurement, Geometry and Information 

Handling. This result of all area is below the mean score of 50%. 

 

Figure-4: Student Achievement in Mathematics by Content Domain 
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STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS BY DISTRICT 

 

It is observed that Nausheroferoz is on the Rank -1, having the % mean score of 54.38, 

whereas the Sukkur is on the last Rank having the % mean score of 35.59. It is also observed 

that 16 out of 29 districts are above the mean (45.27%). Which are highlighted in the yellow 

color. 

Table-4: Student Achievement in Mathematics by District 

Rank District % Mean Score 

1 Naushero Feroze 54.38 

2 Umerkot 53.45 

3 Kambar-Shahdadkot 51.96 

4 Jacobabad 51.89 

5 Sujawal 51.15 

6 Ghotki 51.03 

7 Dadu 50.13 

8 Jamshoro 49.77 

9 West Karachi 49.58 

10 Korangi Karachi 48.58 

11 Tharparkar 48.00 

12 Kashmore 47.64 

13 South Karachi 46.95 

14 East Karachi 46.68 

15 Mitiari 46.56 

16 Sanghar 45.33 

17 Mirpur Khas 43.75 

18 Tando Allah Yar 43.27 

19 Malir Karachi 43.06 

20 Central Karachi 42.81 

21 Shaheed Benazirabad 41.13 

22 Larkana 40.59 

23 Tando Muhammad Khan 40.50 

24 Khairpur Mirs 39.97 

25 Badin 39.78 

26 Thatta 39.59 

27 Hyderabad 37.63 

28 Shikarpur 36.25 

29 Sukkur 35.59 
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Figure-5: Student Achievement in Mathematics by District 

 
 

URDU LANGUAGE 
 

Overall achievement of the students in the Urdu language grade -3 in % mean score is 34.93, 

which is below the mean score of 50%.   
 

Table-5: Overall Student Achievement in Urdu Language Grade-3 

Subject % Mean Score 

Urdu 34.93 
 

Figure-6: Overall Student Achievement in Urdu Language 

 
The above picture shows the score distribution of the students in the subject of Urdu, which is 

positively skewed (skew to the lift) and the value of the skewness is 0.375, which means that 

most of the students having low scores, it indicates the test is hard for sample population.  
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STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN URDU BY GENDER 

 

Table-6: Student Achievement in Urdu Grade-3 by gender 

Gender % Mean Score Comments  

Boys 32.91 
Highly significant 

Girls 36.59 

 

Figure-7: Student Achievement in Urdu Grade-3 by gender 

 
 

 

The above results show the achievement of boys is 32.91 % and girls is 36.59 % in the 

subject of Urdu Grade-3, so, girls are performing better than the boys. The data also shows 

the difference between boys and girls performance is highly significant because (p=.000 

which is p ≤ .05). 
 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN URDU BY LOCATION 

Table-7: Student Achievement in Urdu Grade-3 by Location 

Location % Mean Score Comments  

Rural 30.98 Highly 

significant  Urban 35.36 
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Figure-8: Student Achievement in Urdu Grade-3 by Location 

 
 

 

The above results show the achievement of rural students is 30.98 %and urban students is 

35.36% in the subject of Urdu Grade-3, so the urban students performing better than rural 

students. The difference between rural and urban students’ performance is highly significant, 

because (p=.000 which is p ≤.05). 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN SKILL/AREA IN URDU READING & WRITING 
 

Overall students performed well in Skill/Area of Reading (Urdu) followed by the Skill/Area 

of Writing (Urdu). The % mean score in reading is above the 50%, whereas in writing is 

below the mean score of 50%.  

Table-8: Student’s Achievement in Urdu Reading & Writing 

Skill/Area % Mean Score 

Reading 52.11 

Writing 17.74 

 

Figure-9: Student’s Achievement in Urdu Reading & Writing 
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CONTEXT OF READING (LANGUAGE URDU) 

 

• In reading comprehension (language Urdu), the students of grade-3, are performing better 

in Reading for literary experience poetry (56.23%) than Reading for information 

(51.44%) and Reading for literary experience story (51.94%)  

• Language Cognition (Language Urdu), the students of the grade-3, is performing better in 

grammar (73.2%) than vocabulary (49.32%) and ‘sentence structure (47.82%). 

Figure-10: Context of Reading (Language Urdu) 

 

 

PURPOSES OF WRITING (LANGUAGE URDU) 

 

Purposes of writing has two parts, one is Narrative Writing and second is Informative 

writing. The % mean score of the students is 13.36 in Narrative Writing and 22.12 in 

Informative writing 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN URDU BY DISTRICT 

 

It is observed that Ghotki is on the Rank -1, having the % mean score of 58.17, whereas the 

Kashmore is on the last Rank having the % mean score of 17.71. It is also observed that 14 

out of 29 districts are above the mean (34.93).Which are highlighted in yellow. 

 

Table-9: Student Achievement in Urdu by District 

Rank District % Mean Score 
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4 Dadu 40.00 

5 Tando Allah Yar 39.15 

6 Shaheed Benazirabad 38.91 

7 Badin 38.76 

8 East Karachi 38.12 

9 West Karachi 37.95 

10 Kambar-Shahdadkot 37.06 

11 Korangi Karachi 36.91 

12 Naushero Feroze 35.55 

13 South Karachi 35.26 

14 Hyderabad 35.15 

15 Central Karachi 33.68 

16 Thatta 31.59 

17 Malir Karachi 30.49 

18 Mirpur Khas 29.98 

19 Sanghar 29.91 

20 Sukkur 28.50 

21 Jamshoro 25.30 

22 Mitiari 24.89 

23 Shikarpur 24.76 

24 Sujawal 23.33 

25 Larkana 22.00 

26 Khairpur Mirs 19.33 

27 Kashmore 17.71 

 

Figure-11: Student Achievement in Urdu by District 
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SINDHI LANGUAGE 

Overall achievement of the students in the Sindhi language grade -3 in % mean score is 43.50 

which is below the mean score of 50%.   
 

Table-10: Overall Student Achievement in Sindhi Language Grade-3 

Subject % Mean Score 

Sindhi 43.50 

 

 

Figure-12: Overall Student Achievement in Sindhi LanguageGrade-3 

 
 

The above picture shows the score distribution of the students in the subject of Sindhi, which 

is negatively skewed (skew to the right) and the value of the skewness is -0.184, which means 

that most of the students having high scores, it indicates the test is easy for sample 

population.  
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STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN SINDHI BY GENDER 

 

Table-11: Student Achievement in Sindhi Grade-3 by gender 

Gender % Mean Score Comments 

Boys 43.19 
Significant 

Girls 44.12 
 

 

Figure-13: Student Achievement in Sindhi Grade-3 by gender 

  
 

The above results show the achievement of boys is 43.19 % and girls is 44.12% in the subject 

of Sindhi Grade-3, so the girls are performance better than the boys. The difference between 

boys and girls performance is very slight, which is significant because (p=.002 which is 

p ≤ .05). 
 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN SINDHI BY LOCATION  

Table-12 : Student Achievement in Sindhi Grade-3 by Location 

Location % Mean Score Comments 

Rural 43.38 
Not Significant 

Urban 43.85 
 

Figure-14: Student Achievement in Sindhi Grade-3 by Location 
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The above results show the achievement of rural students is 43.38 % and urban students are 

43.85% in the subject of Sindhi Grade-3, which are below 50%. The difference between rural 

and urban students’ performance is very slight, but difference is not significant because 

(p=.165 which is p ≥.05). 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN SKILL/AREA IN SINDHI READING & WRITING 

Overall students performed well in Skill/Area of Reading (Sindhi) followed by the Skill/Area 

of Writing (Sindhi). The % mean score in reading is above the 50%, whereas in writing is 

below the mean score of 50%.  

 

Table-13: Student’s Achievement in Sindhi Reading & Writing 

Skill/Area % Mean Score 

Reading 68.03 

Writing 18.97 

 

Figure-15: Student’s Achievement in Sindhi Reading & Writing 

 
 

 

CONTEXT OF READING (LANGUAGE SINDHI) 

 

• In reading comprehension (language Sindhi), the students of grade-3, are performing 

better in ‘Reading for literary experience poetry’(71.85%) than ‘Reading for 

information’(66.77%) and ‘Reading for literary experience story’(68.41%).  

• Language Cognition (Language Sindhi), the students of the grade-3, is performing better 

in sentence structure (70.74%) and grammar (70.46%) than vocabulary (63.75%) 
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Figure-10: Context of Reading (Language Sindhi) 

 

 

 

PURPOSES OF WRITING (LANGUAGE SINDHI) 

 

Purposes of writing has two parts, one is Narrative Writing and second is Informative 

writing. The % mean score of the students is 13.27 in Narrative Writing and 24.67 in 

Informative writing 

 

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN SINDHI BY DISTRICT 

 

It is observed that Nausheroferoz is on the Rank -1, having the % mean score of 52.01, 

whereas the Central Karachi is on the last Rank having the % mean score of 19.50. It is also 

observed that 12 out of 29 districts are above the mean (43.50).Which are highlighted in 

yellow. 

Table-14: Student Achievement in Sindhi by District 

Rank District % Mean Score 

1 Naushero Feroze 52.01 

2 Dadu 51.32 

3 Kambar-Shahdadkot 50.70 

4 Umerkot 46.44 

5 Kashmore 46.36 

6 Sujawal 46.35 

7 Ghotki 45.99 

8 Tando Allah Yar 45.50 

9 Mitiari 44.59 

10 Sanghar 44.52 
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11 Jacobabad 43.85 

12 Badin 43.74 

13 Jamshoro 42.82 

14 Tharparkar 42.49 

15 Mirpur Khas 41.43 

16 Khairpur Mirs 41.03 

17 Larkana 40.50 

18 South Karachi 40.50 

19 Tando Muhammad Khan 40.00 

20 Thatta 39.83 

21 Shikarpur 37.60 

22 Sukkur 37.33 

23 Shaheed Benazirabad 36.98 

24 Hyderabad 36.67 

25 Malir Karachi 34.95 

26 Korangi Karachi 33.83 

27 East Karachi 24.07 

28 West Karachi 23.79 

29 Central Karachi 19.50 

 

 

Figure-17: Student Achievement in Sindhi by District 
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COMPARISON OF STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS, SINDHI & URDU 

 

Students’ % mean score in Mathematics is 45.27; it shows that the students performed better 

in mathematics relatively to other subjects. Students performed also well in language Sindhi 

as compare to the Urdu language, which is very low 34.93% 
 

 

Table-15: Students’ Achievement in Mathematics, Sindhi & Urdu 

Subject % Mean Score 

Mathematics 45.27 

Sindhi 43.50 

Urdu 34.93 
 

 

Figure-18: Students’ Achievement in Mathematics, Sindhi & Urdu 

 

 

RELIABILITY OF THE TEST 

Table -16: Test Reliability 

Subject Cronbach's Alpha 

Mathematics .917 

Sindhi .916 

Urdu .885 

 

All the values are greater than the required values of Alpha. (.7), so the each test is reliable  
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5.2. BACKGROUND VARIABLES AND ITS IMPACT ON STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENT 
 

Findings of earlier study in the field of achievement testing and educational research indicate 

that students’ achievement is determined by: 

 

• Student characteristics such as the home background and attitudes towards education; 

• The teaching and learning process and teaching practices such as teacher attitude, the 

variety of teaching strategies, the assignment of homework and providing feedback to 

students on their work; 

• School conditions and climate such as effective leadership, the general facilities of 

the school, the organized curriculum, flexibility and autonomy; 

• Supporting inputs such as parent and community support and effective support from 

the education system. 
 

Besides testing the students in one subject mathematics and two languages (Sindhi and Urdu) 

throughout Sindh, background data was collected from the students, parents, teachers and 

head teachers to investigate the impact of background on achievement of students in 

different subjects. The details of the achievement of students in the subject and languages 

with respect to different aspects of their background are discussed in the following sections. 
 

 

PERFORMANCE AND AGE GROUP 
 

The table-7 given below, shows that the students’ highest performance in ages i.e. (less than 8 

years), (between 8 to 10 years), (between 11 to 12 years) and (more than 12 years). The 

picture depicts that the students between 8 to 10 years age groups are performing better in 

mathematics than others age groups. But in language, between 11 to 12 or more than 12 years 

age groups are performing better. 

 

Table-17:   Performance and age group 

Subject Age group Highest % mean Score 

Mathematics Between 8 to 10 years 46.47 

Sindhi More than 12 years 44.71 

Urdu Between 11 to 12 years 36.01 
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SEPARATE ROOM FOR STUDY AT HOME 

 

A separate room at home for the study has a positive correlation with students’ achievement 

in all subjects i.e. Mathematics, Sindhi and Urdu. Figure-19 depicts that 33% of the students 

reported that they have separate room for study at home.  

 

Figure-19 Separate room for study at home 

 
 

FACILITIES AT HOME FOR STUDY AND HOMEWORK 

 

The table-18, which is given below, shows the percent of the students saying yes about 

having facilities at home for study and homework.  It has a positive correlation with students’ 

achievements in all the subjects i.e. Mathematics, Sindhi and Urdu. 

 

Table-18 facilities at home for study and homework 

Facilities in % say yes 

Books 84.39 

Newspapers & Magazine  21.61 

TV 54.74 

Computer 13.18 

Dictionary 10.52 
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TIME SPENT FOR HOMEWORK  

 

46.27% of the students reported that they spent one hour daily for homework and they are 

performing well in Mathematics and Sindhi except Urdu. It has a positive correlation with 

students’ achievement  

 

Figure-20: Time spent for homework at home 

 

 
STUDENTS’ SUBJECT LIKENESS 

 

A favorite subject has a negative correlation with students’ achievement in the subject.  Figure-21 

depicts that 65% of the students reported that their favorite subject is the Mathematics, but the 

students’ achievement in Language is better than Mathematics.  

 

Figure-21: students’ subject likeness 
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TRANSPORTATION MEANS FOR GOING TO SCHOOL 
 

 

88.64% students reported that they go to school on foot and only 5.2% and 1.5% of the 

students go to school by their personal conveyance or van/bus respectively. But, those 

students, who go to school except all of above, are performing better in both subjects. 

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES AFTER SCHOOL TIME 

 

In response to the question ‘what do you do after school timing?’95.14% of the students 

reported that they do study after school and 81.73% reported that they do home chores but 

90.51% of the students reported that they play. The complete data is given in Figure-22. 

 
 

Figure-22: Responsibilities after school time 

 
 

It was found through correlational statistics that the study and playing has positive effect on 

students’ study, whereas, home chore and laboring has the negative affect otherwise. 

 

 

FREQUENCY TO ASK ABOUT STUDY 
 

In response to the question ‘How many time your parents ask about the study?’ 66% of the 

students reported that they ask daily, 23% reported that some time, but 9% of the students 

reported that weekly. Student reported weekly performing better than the others. 
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Figure-23: Frequency to ask about study  

 

USE OF TEACHING AIDS 
 

 

98% of the students reported that black board is used, 96% of the students reported that 

textbooks are used and 62% of the students reported that charts, models and pictures are used. 

The use of the teaching aids in the classroom has positive effect on the students’ 

achievements. 

 
 

Figure-24: About the teaching aids 
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

 

Most of the students reported regarding the Co-curricular Activities in negative except Games 

and Qirat, reciting Naats and Hamds. The picture given below shows the complete detail. It 

has positive effect on the performance of the students    

Figure-25: About the co-curricular activities  

 

 

 

APPRECIATION ON GOOD WORK 
 

98% of the students reported that their teachers appreciate them on their good work and 

statistics shows that it has the positive effect on the performance of the students. 

 

Figure-26 appreciation on good work 
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PUNISHMENT/REWARD 

 

72% of the students reported that our teacher guide us, when we do not study only 17% of the 

students reported they get angary. It has the positive correlation with the students’ 

achievement. 

Figure-27: Punishment/Reward  

 

TEACHER’S FEEDBACK ON HOMEWORK 

 

97.45% of the students reported that the teachers give feedback on their homework and it has 

the positive effect on the student’s achievement. 

 

THE FAVORITE TOPICS IN MATHEMATICS 

 

82% of the students like ‘Addition and subtraction’, 58% students reported that they like 

‘Multiplication & Division’ and only 35% students like ‘Time’  

 

THE FAVORITE TOPICS IN LANGUAGE 

 

71% of the students like ‘singing poems and telling stories’, 55% students reported they like 

‘reading poems, stories and essays and 53% students like ‘to solve exercise questions’ given 

in textbook.  

 

ABOUT THE MATHEMATICS TEXTBOOK GRADE-3 

 

52% of the students reported that the mathematics textbook of grade-3 is easy and 

approximately 48.5% of the students reported that activities are interesting, pictures are clear 

and attractive and Exercise questions can be done easily. 38% of the students reported that 

the textbook of mathematics is appropriate according to number of lessons. 
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ABOUT THE LANGUAGE TEXTBOOK GRADE-3 

 

79.3% of the students reported that the language textbook grade-3 is easy and approximately 

53% of the students reported that activities are interesting, pictures are clear and fascinating 

and Exercise questions can be done easily. 46% of the students are satisfied with printing of 

the textbook. 

 

QUALIFICATION OF FATHER/GUARDIAN 

 

Table-19: Qualification of father/guardian 

Illiterate  literate Primary Matric HSC Graduate Master 

28.77% 16.75% 17.09% 12.95% 6.45% 3.98% 3.14% 

 

The above statistics reflect the 28.77% of the father/guardian of the grade-3 students are 

illiterate, only 17.09% fathers have primary education, nearly about 13% have the degree of 

matriculation and only 3.14% of the fathers have master degree. But the qualification of the 

guardian has positive effect on the performance of the student. 

 

QUALIFICATION OF MOTHER 

Table-20: Qualification of mother 

Illiterate  Literate Primary Matric HSC Graduate Master 

50.8% 11.3% 14.8% 7.9% 6.45% 3% 1.3% 

 

The above statistics reflect the 50.8% of the mothers of the grade-3 students are illiterate, 

only 14.8% mothers have primary education, 7.9% have the degree of matriculation and only 

1.3% of the mothers have master degree. But the qualification of the mother has positive 

effect on the performance of the student. 

 

PROFESSION OF FATHER 

 

The statistics given below reflect the 43.8% of the fathers of the grade-3 students are laborer, 

only 12.6% fathers are having Govt. service and the complete detail is given in picture below. 

The data shows that the there is a negative effect of the profession on the students’ 

performance.  
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Figure-28: Father’s profession 

 
 

 

PROFESSION OF MOTHER 

 

The statistics given below reflect the 80% of the mothers of the grade-3 students are house 

wives, only 4% mothers are doing service and the complete detail is given in picture below.  

 

Figure-29: Mother’s profession 
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PARENTS’ SATISFACTION WITH EDUCATIONAL STANDARD OF SCHOOL 

 

The picture given below, shows that the parents’ of the grade-3 students are satisfied with 

educational standard of the schools and children of these parents are performing better.  

 

Figure-30: Parents’ satisfaction with educational standard of school 

 
PARENTS’ SATISFACTION WITH FACILITIES IN SCHOOL 

 

The figure-31, given below shows that the 74% of the parents’ of grade-3 students are 

satisfied with facilities provided in the schools and it has no effect on the performance of the 

students. 

 

Figure-31: Parents’ satisfaction with the facilities in schools 
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PARENTS INQUIRING ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN’S PROGRESS 

 

The picture given below reflects that 51% of the parents reported that they sometimes go to 

school to get information about the progress of their children in the school and only 28% of 

the parents go to school weekly. The performance of the students of those parents who go to 

school weekly and monthly, are better than others.  

 
 

Figure-32: Parents inquiring about the progress of students 

 

 

PARENTS’ INVOLVEMENT IN SCHOOLS’ IMPROVEMENT  

 

Approximately 75% of the parents’ reported that they involve themselves and by the school’s 

administration, taking the step in the betterment of school. Statistics reflect that, it has the 

positive effect on the students’ achievement.  
 

 

PARENTS’ OPINION ABOUT CHILDREN’S DIFFICULTY IN LANGUAGE AREAS 
 

 

Picture given below shows that parents gave both opinions ‘Yes’ and ‘No’, in the response of 

the question ‘In which language area, your child feel difficulty’. Majority of the parents did 

not attempt the question. Picture depict that in parents’ opinion their children feel more 

difficulty in ‘dictation’, Grammar and Solving exercise questions’ than ‘identification of 

words’, ‘reading with fluency’, ‘writing’ and ‘reading with understanding’. 
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Figure-33: Parents’ opinion about difficulty level in language   

 

 

PARENTS’ OPINION ABOUT CHILDREN’S DIFFICULTY IN MATHEMATICAL AREAS  

 

Picture given below shows that parents gave both opining ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ in the response of 

the question ‘In which Mathematics area, your child feel difficulty’. Majority of the parents 

did not attempt the question. Picture depict that in parents’ opinion their children feel 

difficulty in mentioned area except ‘addition& subtraction’ and ‘multiplication & division’ 

 

Figure-34: parents’ opinion about difficulty level in Mathematics   
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QUALIFICATION OF TEACHERS 

Figure-35, shows that majority of teachers possess academic qualification either BA/BSc (48 

%) and/or MA/MSc (26%). 

Figure-35: Qualification of teachers  

 
 

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION OF TEACHERS 

Figure-36, shows that majority of teachers possess professional qualification, PTC (41.35 %), 

B.Ed (39.05%) and M.Ed (14.05%). 

 

Figure-36: Professional qualification of teachers 
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SEPARATE CLASSROOM FOR GRADE-3 STUDENTS IN SCHOOL 

 

Figure-37 given below, shows that 55.27% of the teachers’ reported that, there is separate 

classroom for grade-3 in their schools but 44.73% say, there is no separate classroom for 

grade-3 in their schools. 

 

Figure-37: Separate room for grade-3 

 
 

 

SITTING FACILITY FOR CHILDREN IN SCHOOL  

 

Figure-38, depict that most of the schools have benches (54.7%) and desks (45.1%) for 

children in the schools to sit.   

 

Figure-38: Sitting facility for children 
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TEACHERS’ SATISFACTION WITH THEIR GRADES 

 

52% of the teachers reported that they are satisfy with their grades and 24% of the teachers 

are satisfy ‘to some extent’, but 24% said they are not satisfy with their grades.   

 

Figure-39: satisfaction with grade 

 
 

USE OF RESOURCES DURING TEACHING 

 

Teachers’ response to the question ‘Do you use resources during teaching?’ is shown in the 

table-21. It was found that students showed better results where lesson plan, national 

curriculum and black/white/green board are used in all subjects. 

 

Table-21: Use of resource during teaching 

Teaching Resources 
Often  

(%) 

To some 

extent(%) 

Some time 

(%) 

National Curriculum  43.5 11.2 4.4 

Textbook 82.2 4.1 0.1 

Lesson plan 29.2 2.2 9.5 

Teacher Guide 12.5 19 22.9 

Audio & Visual aids 20 21.9 15.7 

Scheme of study  15 14.8 19.6 

Black/White/Green board 62.3 3.2 3 

Computer/laptop/tablet 3.4 5.7 39.8 

Dictionary/extra books 11.4 20.1 23 
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THE KINDS HOMEWORK GIVEN BY TEACHERS 

 

The homework is very important part of teaching-learning process. The table given below, 

shows that teachers giving the homework to the students of the following types. 

 

Table-22:   The kinds of homework 

Kinds  Yes (%) No (%) 

Activity at home 54.1 5.1 

Written exercise 61 4.6 

Memorizing  64.9 3.5 

Solving questions from books 58.9 4.2 

 

 

FEEDBACK ON HOMEWORK BY TEACHER 

 

In the response to question about ‘feedback on homework by teacher’ with the options, 

‘daily, weekly and sometimes’ reflecting in figure 40 Majority of the teachers (94%) 

reported that they provide feedback daily. It is found to have a great impact on the 

achievement of their students. 

 

Figure-40: Feedback on homework by teacher 

 
 

METHOD OF EVALUATION 

 

In the response of question about ‘question of evaluation asked by the teachers’ with the 

options, ‘oral, written, objective and subjective’ reflect in figure 41. Majority of the teachers 

reported that they ask oral questions (72.2%) and written questions (69.8%) for evaluation.  
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Figure-41: Questions of Evaluation 

 
 

 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED DURING TEACHING  

 

In the response of the question ‘which method/technique is used during teaching’ most of 

teachers reported cooperative learning (53.7%) and activity based teaching (60%). It has the 

positive impact on the students’ achievement.  

 

Figure-42: Methods and Technique used during teaching 
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NEED IMPROVEMENT IN TEXTBOOKS 

 

This question was asked about the textbook published by the Sindh Textbook Board 

Jamshoro for the need of improvement of the element of the textbooks (Mathematics, Sindhi 

and Urdu). The data reflects that all given element need improvement. 

 

Figure-23: Improvement in textbooks 

Element Yes No 

Title page  35.7 15.9 

Content 48.9 10.4 

Pictures  45.4 10.7 

Activities  50.4 9.2 

Exercise questions 50.1 10.4 

Paper of Textbook 39 14 

Binding  41 12 

Instructions for teachers 38.4 7.7 

 

 

TEACHERS FEELING DIFFICULTY IN THE AREA OF MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM 

 

Figure-43, given below depicts that most of teachers reported that they do not feel any 

difficulty to teach every area of mathematics which are shown in figure, but few teachers feel 

difficulty to teach fraction, measurement, time, geometry and information handling.   

 

Figure-43: Difficult Areas of Mathematics Curriculum 
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TEACHERS FEELING DIFFICULTY IN THE AREA OF LANGUAGE CURRICULUM 

 
 

Figure-44, given below depicts that most of teachers reported that they feel difficulty ‘to 

greater extent’ in Teaching poetry, essay writing, listening exercises & Speaking drills, 

Exercise of reading & writing and Understanding of statements’. But they reported that they 

feel difficulty ‘to some extent’ in Teaching poem and Solving of exercise questions. 

 

Figure-44: Difficult Areas of language Curriculum 

 

 
 

 

 

GENERAL FACILITIES AT SCHOOL  

 
 

Figure-43, given below depicts that most of the head teachers reported that boundary wall 

(43.8%), classrooms (47%), drinking water (44.3%) are available in satisfactory conditions 

and furniture (46.5%), washrooms (36.6%) are available in unsatisfactory condition but most 

of the head teachers reported that staffroom (60.4%), Head teacher office (45%), 

playground/park (53.7%), canteen (78.9%), science lab (79.3%), computer lab (77.7%), sport 

goods (67.1%) are not available in the school.   
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Figure-45: General Facilities at school 

 

 

CONDUCTING THE TEST  

 

76.6% head teachers reported that they conduct the test annually but 47.5% head teachers 

also reported that they conduct the test six-monthly. 

Figure-46: Conducting the test 
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62.3% of Head Teachers reported that, yes, there is the multi-grade teaching in their schools, 
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6. CONSTRAINTS 
 

The provincial assessment activity is a challenging task. It involves many key stages like 

development of assessment tools, implementation and reporting.  

 

Listed below, are the main constraints identified during provincial achievement test 2017:  

 

• There were a significant number of schools in the sample, where actual enrollment 

was very low in comparison to the SEMIS data. This situation is vulnerable in 

achieving the target number of students in the survey. 

• There are other issues regarding the SEMIS data as gender, locations and medium of 

instruction are contradictory to the information that was provided from the field.  

• In some districts closed schools/zero enrolments of class-3 were reported by TA 

on 1st day of testing. 

• Test administrators did not always use the examples in the test booklets to familiarize 

the students with the test methodology. 

• The class enrollment was not recorded accordingly as mentioned in attendance sheet 

of some of the sampled schools. 

• Due to time constraints, PEACe was not able to carry out sufficient 

checking/monitoring of the writing items. 

• Monitoring at present was conducted in all 29 districts of Sindh province.  The 

monitoring document could not properly sent to PEACe in appropriate manner or not 

at all – district officers often do not monitor properly and PEACe staff has little time 

available to be able to do this. Also, monitoring documents could not be checked 

properly. Monitoring form could not be implemented appropriately due to time 

constraint.  

• As concerning validity of data, for some schools, teacher writing and /or same text 

was reported during scoring and coding process particularly in CRQs. It was decided 

to award zero score in case of teacher writing, and reduces the marks if same text 

found on a test booklets. 

• The teams had to work in hot weather in long power breakdowns that had affected the 

quality of the output by the teams. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

• There is a significant number of staff, who are new comers at PEACe and having 5-6 

years assessment experienced, there is a need of training and support of these subject 

experts to enable them, especially to develop higher order test items and short answer 

and extended answer writing items.  

• Current SEMIS may be provided for the sampling purpose. However, the current 

information of the student’s enrollment may be obtained. 

• The assessment material may be ensured to dispatch on time to the training centers.  

• Before dispatching all the assessment material may be checked carefully to avoid any 

discrepancy.   

• TA’s training may be made effective, because reliably and validity of assessment 

closely depends on the effectiveness of TA’s training.  

• Test administrators may use the examples in the test booklets to familiarize the 

students with the test methodology. 

• There is also a need for an inter-rater reliability in the writing test to ensure that all 

markers and coders agree and mark to the same standards. 

• Monitoring process needs to be strengthened and by improving the monitoring 

mechanism in all steps of assessment especially in test administration. Furthermore, 

there is a need to analyze the reports of monitoring officers, district focal person and 

TA’s.   

• To maintain the reliability and validity. It is suggested that some assessment activities 

may be outsourced and a firm will be hired through advertisement of test 

administration and scoring/data entry in accordance with the proposed criteria. OMR 

(optical mark reader) may be used for MCQs items and written items should be 

assessed by developing marking scheme with experienced and working teachers  

• There is a need for improvements in the training of the data entry operators/scorers. 

• Dissemination should be conducted to all stakeholders, parents, teachers, district 

officers, and GoS institutions. Reports/sections of the reports may be translated into 

Sindhi and possibly Urdu 

• Working group may be constitute of the stakeholders for implementation assessment 

finding 

• Research culture may be promoted on the findings of PEACe. 

• Curriculum with Urdu and Sindhi translation. 

• Curriculum orientation may be provided to all teachers. 

• Teacher training be arranged for the teachers on the basis of the PEACe finding of 

Mathematics and languages (Sindhi/Urdu). 

• Teachers may be trained for classroom assessment. 

• Teaching aids for enhancing the teaching practices may be provided to schools.  

• Co-curricular activities may be encouraged at the province, district and taluka level. 
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• Students should be provided with general facilities like Washrooms, Science 

laboratories, Playground, Classrooms with proper furniture, clean drinking water and 

hygienic environment etc., to enable them to perform better at school. 

 

8. IMPLICATIONS 

• Introduce formative assessment in the classroom teaching and provide feedback to 

students for their progress at school and district level. 

• Need for the development of teaching-learning based activity and to relate subject 

knowledge to real life. 

• Teacher training required improving teachers’ content knowledge and ability to teach 

subject skills as identified in curriculum. 

• Curriculum translated into local languages. 

• Identify the need of teachers and develop a plan for improvements in classroom 

teaching. 

• Improve the understanding of teacher regarding standards, competencies, benchmark 

and SLOs. 
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ANNEX-1 

 

Development of Assessment Framework Workshop for Provincial Achievement Test, 

2016, for Grade-3 (List of the Participants) 
 

Mathematics & SBQs 

 

1. Mr. Aftab Ali 

Deputy Director, BoC Sindh Jamshoro 

2. Ms. Majida Soomro 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

3. Ms. Shaista Channa 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

4. Ms. Rozina Channer 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

5. Syed Afaq Ahmed 

Assistant Professor, DETRC Karachi  

 

Sindhi & HTBQ 

 

1. Ms. Tahseen Ansari 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

2. Ms. Rehana Mirani 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

3. Mr. Ajeeb Ahmed Noonari 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

4. Mr. Muhammad Dilshad Detho 

Assistant Professor, GECE (M) Hyderabad 

 

Urdu & TBQ 

 

1. Ms. Zahida Bengush  

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

2. Mr. Tanweer Ahmed Khan 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

3. Mr. Mushtaque Ahmed Ansari 

Subject Specialist, PEACe  

4. Mr. Muhammad Wassem Mugual    

Assistant Professor, GECE (M) Mirpurkhas 
 

Composers:  

1.  Mr. Zubair Ahmed   Urdu  

2.  Mr. Zahid Abro  Sindh 
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ANNEX-2 

1. Mathematics Framework 

 

Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Wing 

SindhJamshoro  

Provincial Education Assessment Center 

(PEACe) Sindh 

 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics Assessment Framework (Grade-3) 

 

2015-16 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Developed By: 

 

AFTAB ALI 
Deputy Director 

Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro 
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Syed Afaq Ahmed 
Assistant Professor, DETRC Karachi 

 

Ms. Rozina Channer 
Subject Specialist, PEACe Sindh Jamshoro 

 

Ms. Majida Soomro 
Subject Specialist, PEACe Sindh Jamshoro 

 

Ms. Shaista Channa 
Subject Specialist, PEACe Sindh Jamshoro 
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1. Introduction  

 

Assessment is the integral part of teaching – learning process which identifies the strengths 

and weaknesses of the whole system. It provides evidences to improve the curriculum, 

teacher education and teaching practices.  

 

2. Purpose of Assessment 

  

As according to the article No. 5 (e & f) of the act, the Sindh Govt. Gazette Ext. Jan 2015, 

part IV page no 118-119, that the Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro 

is responsible to ‘conduct students’ achievement tests at grade-3, 5 and 8’ and ‘promote 

continuous assessment of students learning across all school levels.’ 

 

In the light of the act, Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe), Bureau of 

Curriculum and Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro has planned to conduct a sample based 

students’ Achievement test for the grade -3 in the subject of Mathematics and Languages 

(Sindhi/Urdu)  in all district of the Sindh province with following specific objectives.   

 

The purpose of the assessment is to determine the achievement level of students in various 

areas of the Mathematics National Curriculum 2006 and diagnose the strength and weakness 

of the system.  

 

2.1. Specific Objectives:  

 

• To assess the learning achievement of Grade 3 students in the subjects of Mathematics 

and Language (Sindhi/Urdu) in sample schools of the Sindh province. 

• To establish the baselines (i.e. Mathematics and Languages for Grade-3) of the all 

districts in the province of Sindh. 

• To examine the possible affecting factors related to school, students-parents, teachers 

and head teachers correlating with student achievements. 

• To share findings of the study with policy makers and give them recommendations for 

targeting of resources for improving quality of education, improving 

curriculum/textbooks and  teacher training courses, as appropriate. 

 

 

3. The Mathematics Framework 

 

This framework will be used to devise the Provincial Achievement tests for students of grade-

3, to determine learning achievement for students from the sample schools in the entire 

Sindh. 

The Mathematics Framework has two dimensions: 

 

i. Mathematical Content as identified in the National Curriculum 2006 

ii. Mathematical Abilities as identified in Bloom’s Taxonomy 
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This Framework is illustrated below in the form of a table. 

 

 

 

 
Number & 

Operations 
Fraction Measurement Geometry 

Data 

Representation 

Knowledge  1 0 0 1 0 

Comprehension 17 10 17 3 1 

Application  7 0 8 0 0 

 

The Mathematics Framework is based on making connections between mathematical content 

and mathematical abilities to measure student learning achievement. 

 

3.1 Mathematical Content  

 

The mathematical content identified in the framework is obtained from the mathematics 

National Curriculum, 2006. 

 

The mathematical contents illustrated in this framework consist of: 

• Number and Operations 

• Fraction 

• Measurement 

• Geometry 

• Data Representation 

 

 

3.2 Mathematical Abilities  

 

Three targeted mathematical abilities have been identified on the basis of Bloom Taxonomy 

and these are: 

  

a) Knowledge  

b) Comprehension   

c) Application 

 

 

a) Knowledge  
 

At this level student simply retrieves, recognizes, and recalls relevant knowledge from long-

term memory. .For example, find out, learn terms, facts, methods, procedures, concepts 

The following ‘selected verbs’ can be used for developing the ‘Knowledge items i.e. Write, 

List, Label, Name, State, Define, recognize, describe, identify, locate etc 
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Example 

 

Which of these is the EVEN number? 

 

a) 1 

b) 2 

c) 3 

d) 5 

 

Key: b 

 

Rationale 

 

In the above example, the answer to the questions is just identification of even number, which 

they already learned in the class. It just requires the student to recognize and know the types 

of numbers. 

 

b) Comprehension 

 

At this level student constructs meaning from oral, written, and graphic messages through 

interpreting, simplifying, classifying, summarizing, inferring, comparing, and explaining. 

She/he understands uses and implications of terms, facts, methods, procedures, concepts. 

 

The following ‘selected verbs’ can be usedfor developing the ‘Understanding’ 

itemsi.e.Explain, Summarize, Paraphrase, Illustrate,Interpret, simplify, Infer, Classify, 

Compare etc. 

 

Example  

621 

+ 345  

_____ 

a) 921 

b) 945 

c) 965 

d) 966 
 

Key: d 

 

Rationale  

 

In the above example, it is asked to use addition for 3-digit numbers vertically. Students will 

need to know and understand the concepts of addition and now how add with or without carry 

of the 3-digit numbers. 
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c)  Application  

 

At the ‘Application’ level student carries out or uses a procedure through executing, or 

implementing. She/he make uses of, apply practice theory, solve problems, use information in 

new situations.  

 

The following ‘selected verbs’ can be used for developing the ‘Application’ itemsi.e. Use, 

Implement, Compute, Solve, Demonstrate, Apply, Construct, Carry out, Execute etc. 

 

Example  

 

A bus has 15 rows with 6 passenger seats in each row. What is the total number of passenger 

seats on the bus? 

 

a) 30 

b) 60 

c) 80 

d) 90 

 

Key: d  

 

Rationale  

 

In the above example, Students will need to know and understand the concepts of 

multiplication of the given number and able to calculate the total no. of seat in the bus. 

He/she can solve the problem easily, if they have the correct use of multiplication.  

 

4. Test Specifications 

 

From the consideration of the two dimensions and also the National Curriculum 2006 for 

Grades 3 the following Assessment framework has been developed: 

 

4.1 Content Strands 

 

The percentages found in the table are based on the weightage given in the curriculum. Sub- 

contents of the curriculum are calculated on the basis of these weightages. 

 

Percentage Distribution of Items for Grades 3 Content Strands 
 

Content strand No. of SLOs % of SLOs 

Number & its operation 25 35 % 

Fraction 10 20 % 

Measurement 25 25 % 

Geometry  4 15 % 

Data Representation 1 5 % 

Total  65 100 % 
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4.2 Mathematical Abilities 

 

The distributions of items by mathematical abilities are according to the objectives of the 

curriculum. The weighting for each of the abilities is given in the form of a table 
 

Mathematical Ability Weight age of Grade 3 

Knowledge 5% 

Comprehension  72% 

Application  23% 

 

The transfer of these weightages to the content strands is found in the table below for large 

scale test: 

 

Abilities/Level 

Competency  

Number & 

operation 
Fraction Measurement 

Geometry 

 

Data 

Representation 
Total 

Knowledge 1 0 0 1 0 2 

Comprehension  10 6 10 2 1 29 

Application  4 0 5 0 0 9 

Total no of items  15 6 15 3 1 40 

 

The total number of items (taking into account the content strands and the mathematical 

abilities) in each assessment will be 40 items for Grade 3 for the large scale test  

 

Minimum Distribution of the Items for Grade 3 for large Scale test is: 

 

Content MCQs CRQs 

Number and operation 14 1 

Fraction 5 1 

Measurement  13 1 

Geometry  2 1 

Data Representation 1 1 

Total  35 5 

 

The transfer of above weightages to the content strands is found in the table below for the 

pilot test: 

 

Abilities/Level 

Competency  

Number & 

operation 
Fraction Measurement 

Geometry 

 

Data 

Representation 
Total 

Knowledge 1 0 0 1 0 2 

Comprehension  10 6 10 2 1 29 

Application  4 0 5 0 0 9 

Total no of items  15 6 15 3 1 40 
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The total number of items (taking into account the content strands and the mathematical 

abilities) in each assessment will be 60 items for Grade 3 for the item will be send for pilot 

test. Therefore the minimum distribution of items is seen in the table below. 

 

Minimum Distribution of the Items for Grade 3 for pilot test is: 

 

Content MCQs CRQs 

Number and operation 14 1 

Fraction 5 1 

Measurement  13 1 

Geometry  2 1 

Data Representation 1 1 

Total  35 5 

 

5. Item Format  

 

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are used because as they are easily equated, easily 

scored without the need for complex keys and rubrics, provide greater security of items, 

increase the reliability of the data, more efficientand predict valid measurement 

 

6. Translation 

 

Test will be developed in the Urdu version, after the review and finalized the items. They will 

be translated into Sindhi.    

 

7.  Pilot sample and testing 

 

A small and representative sample of 120 schools within Urban/Rural and Boys/Girls will be 

drawn and then instruments will be piloted in these sampled schools. The pilot test will be 

consisted of approximately 60 items for pilot test. Pilot testing item will be conducted 1200 

students of grade -3. Two Test Administrators will be appointed for one sampled school. 

 

8. Item Analysis  

 

The items will be analyzed by the statistical software ITEMAN, ConQuest Program. In the 

light of the statistics, items and instruments will be reviewed and finalized for the large scale 

test.     

 

9. Large Scale Survey sample  

 

A representative sample of Sindh province for large scale test will be drawn. A stratified, 

random sampling procedure will be used for selecting sample of schools by district, location 

(rural/urban) and gender (girls/boys). Sindh Education Management Information System 

(SEMIS) database will be used as the sampling frame and SAS statistical software will be 
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used for the sampling purpose.  After selection of sample, sample will be verified through the 

District Coordinator and district authority. Under the Parameters of 95 % confidence level 

and 1.96 Z-score of the margin of error (Confidence interval), so the sample needed for 

survey is 23000 students. The number will be divided among the 29 districts of the province 

as according to their proportion. 10 students will select from each school. In this way 2300 

schools will take part in the survey 2016.  

 

10.  Test Administration:  

 

Test will be administrated in the Sindh Province in the five phases, each phase will be 

considered a region i.e. Hyderabad, Sukkur, Karachi, Larkana and Mirpurkhas andeach phase 

will take two days. The paper-pencil test will be administrated in the subject of mathematics 

and languages (Sindhi/Urdu) comprising two booklets (A & B) in each subject.  Mathematics 

test will be in two version Sindhi and Urdu, Sindhi version for Sindhi medium students and 

Urdu version for Urdu medium students along with three Background questionnaires (BQ) 

i.e. SBQ, TBQ and HTBQ to provide additional socio-economic information and factors 

effecting the achievement of the students. It will provide the correlation and regression. 

 

Two Test Administrators will be appointed for one sampled school. Background 

questionnaires will also be administered for students, parents, subject teachers and head 

teachers. 

 

11. Scoring/data entry through OMR &e-marking process 

 

To ensure the quality of the data and maintain the validity and reliability of the data, data will 

be scored / entered through the machine Optical Mark Reader (OMR) and e-marking 

process.  

 

12.  Data analysis & Reporting  

 

Data will be analyzed by using the software, ITEMAN, ConQuest Program, SPSS –20 

&Wasvar software and as the end product of the whole activity, two reports one is Result 

Report and second is Technical Report along with leaflets in Sindhi, Urdu and English 

version will be produced. 

 

13. Disseminations of Results  

 

Results will be disseminated to all stakeholders through stakeholder conference. 
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Annex-A 

Grade - 3 
 

Topic and sub 

topic 
Students learning outcomes K U A 

1.1 Roman 

Numbers 

▪ Read Roman numbers up to 20.  

▪ Write Roman numbers up to 20. 

 √ 

√ 

 

1.2 Even and Odd 

Numbers 

▪ Identify even and odd numbers up to 99 within a 

given sequence.  

▪ Write even or odd numbers within a given sequence. 

 √ 

√ 

 

1.3 Place Values ▪ Identify the place values of numbers up to 6-digits.  √  

1.4 Numbers up 

to 100, 000 

▪ Read and write given numbers up to 100,000 

(hundred thousand) in numerals and in words. 

√ √  

1.5 Comparing 

and Ordering the 

Numbers 

▪ Compare two numbers using symbols '<', '>' and '='.  

▪ Write the given set of numbers in ascending and 

descending order. 

 √ 

√ 

 

1.6 Number Line ▪ Represent a given number on number line.  

▪ Identify the value of a number from number line. 

  

√ 

√ 

2.1 Addition ▪ Add numbers up to four digits (with and without 

carrying) vertically and horizontally.  

▪ Add numbers up to 100 using mental calculation 

strategies.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving addition. 

 √ 

 

√ 

 

√ 

2.2 Subtraction ▪ Subtract numbers up to four digits with and without 

borrowing. 

▪ Subtract numbers up to 100 using mental calculation 

strategies.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving subtraction. 

 √ 

√ 

 

 

√ 

2.3 Multiplication  ▪ Use the term 'product' for multiplication of two 

numbers.  

▪ Develop multiplication tables for 6, 7, 8 and 9.  

▪ Multiply 2-digit numbers by I-digit numbers.  

▪ Multiply a number by zero.  

▪ Apply mental mathematical strategies to multiply 

numbers up to the table of 10.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving multiplication of 

2-digit numbers by l-digit numbers. 

√ 

 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 
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2.4 Division ▪ Divide 2-digit numbers by l-digit numbers (with zero 

remainder).  

▪ Apply mental mathematical strategies to divide 

numbers up to the table of 10.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving division of 2-digit 

numbers by l-digit numbers. 

 √ 

 

 

√ 

√ 

3.1 Common 

Fractions 

▪ Express the fractions in figures and vice versa.  

▪ Match the fractions with related figures. 

 √ 

√ 

 

3.2 Equivalent 

Fractions 

▪ Identify equivalent fractions from the given figures.  

▪ Write three equivalent fractions for a given fraction 

 √ 

√ 

 

3.3 Proper and 

Improper 

Fraction 

Differentiate between proper and improper fraction.  √  

3.4 Comparing 

Fractions 

▪ Compare fractions, with same denominators, using 

symbols '<', '>' and '='. 

 √  

3.5 Addition of 

Fractions 

▪ Add two fractions with same denominators.  

▪ Represent addition of fractions through figures 

 √ 

√ 

 

3.6 Subtraction of 

Fractions 

▪ Subtract fractions with same denominators.  

▪ Represent subtraction of fractions through figures. 

 √ 

√ 

 

4.1 Length 

4.1.1 Units of 

Length 

4.1.2 Addition of 

Units of Length 

4.1.3 Subtraction 

of Units of 

Length 

▪ Read standard units of length (kilometer, meter and 

centimeter) including abbreviations.  

▪ Measure and write standard units of length including 

abbreviations.  

▪ Add measures of length in same units with and 

without carrying.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving same units of 

length for addition with and without carrying.  

▪ Subtract measures of length in same units with and 

without borrowing.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving same units of 

length for subtraction with and without borrowing. 

 

 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

4.2 Mass/Weight 

4.2.1 Units of 

Mass/Weight 

4.2.2 Addition of 

Units of 

Mass/Weight 

4.2.3 Subtraction 

of  Units of 

Mass/Weight 

▪ Read standard units of mass/ weight (kilogram and 

gram) including abbreviations.  

▪ Measure and write standard units of mass/ weight 

including abbreviations.  

▪ Add measures of mass/ weight in same units with 

and without carrying.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving same units of 

mass/ weight for addition with and without carrying.  

▪ Subtract measures of mass/ weight in same units with 

and without borrowing.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving same units of 

mass/ weight for subtraction with and without 

borrowing 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 
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4.3 

Capacity/Volume 

4.3.1 Units of 

Volume 

4.3.2 Addition of  

Units of Volume 

4.3.3 Subtraction 

of  Units of 

Volume 

▪ Read standard units of volume (liter and milliliter) 

including abbreviations.  

▪ Measure and write standard units of volume 

including abbreviations.  

▪ Add measures of volume in same units with and 

without carrying.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving same units of 

volume for addition with and without carrying.  

▪ Subtract measures of volume in same units with and 

without borrowing.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving same units of 

volume for subtraction with and without borrowing. 

 

 

 

 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

√ 

5.1 Units Time ▪ Use am. and p.m, to record the time from 12-hour 

clock  

▪ Read and write time from analog and digital clocks.  

▪ Read and write days and dates from the calendar 

 √ 

√ 

√ 

 

5.2 Addition 

Units Time 

▪ Add units of time in hours.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving units of time for 

addition in hours. 

 √  

√ 

5.3 Subtraction 

Units Time 

▪ Subtract units of time in hours.  

▪ Solve real life problems involving subtraction of 

units of time in hours 

 √ √ 

6.1 Geometrical 

Shapes 

▪ Recognize point, line segment, ray.  

▪ Classify figures according to number of sides as 

quadrilaterals (rectangles, squares) and triangles. 

▪  Identify circle, its radius and diameter. 

√ √ 

√ 

 

6.2 Periometers ▪ Calculate perimeters of squares, rectangles and 

triangles. 

 √  

7.1 Picture 

Graphs 

▪ Read and interpret a picture graph  √  

 Total 3 47 15 

 

Reference  

1. Mathematics framework developed by PEACe Jamshoro for the grade IV. 

2. Mathematics framework developed by NEAS Islamabad for the grade IV and VIII. 

3. National Curriculum for Mathematics for grade I-XII, 2006, Curriculum Wing 

Ministry of Education Islamabad.  

4. Mathematics Assessment Framework ,July 2009 developed by Ed-Link Pakistan  

5. Jan de Lange, September (1999). Framework for classroom assessment in 

mathematics, Freudenthal Institute & National Center for Improving Student Learning 

and Achievement in Mathematics and Science. 
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2. Language (Sindhi/Urdu) Framework 
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1. Background  
 

The Government of Sindh is committed to improve the quality of education through the 

development of quality textbooks, an improved curricula and assessment system and 

improvements in teacher training in order to improve the service provided by the provincial 

government to the children in all schools in Sindh. 

The assessment at the key exit points Grade 3, 5 and 8 is the part of the CURRICULUM ACT 

with the objective to promote continuous assessment of students across all school level. 

These assessments provide more detailed, disaggregated information to take informed 

decisions about the overall development and improvement of the educational services. 

PEACe Sindh is an integral part of the Bureau of Curriculum (BOC), assigned to carry out 

reliable educational assessments survey in a difficult, methodological and statistically correct 

manner on annual basis. The purpose of the surveys is to determine the learning achievement 

level of students in various areas of the selected subjects under the National Curriculum 

2006.  

 

In the light of the act, Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe), Bureau of 

Curriculum and Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro has planned to conduct a sample based 

students’ Achievement test for the grade 3 in the subject of Numeracy (Mathematics) and 

Literacy (Languages Sindhi/Urdu) in all district of the Sindh province.   

 

2. The Goal of Language  
 

Through language students receive much of their knowledge and acquire many of their skills. 

Language enables children both to communicate with others effectively for a variety of 

purposes, and to examine their own and others’ experiences, feelings and ideas, giving them 

order and meaning. Language is central to children’s intellectual, emotional and social 

development. It has an essential role across the curriculum and helps students’ learning to be 

coherent and progressive. 

 

Children’s’ earliest language is acquired in the home. Schools will build on the foundation 

and on the children’s wide ranging experience. This early language will be varied: sometimes 

it will be a dialect and sometimes it will not be the official language. It will mirror the 

diversity of the community the school serves. 

Schools should provide structured, stimulating opportunities to use language with 

increasing precision in contexts appropriate to the needs of individual pupils. Providing such 

opportunities will involve the following: 

 

➢ Communicating - receiving and expressing ideas and information; playing; 

reformulating ideas and information; arguing and persuading; debating; performing; 

reporting. 

➢ Thinking – speculating; hypothesising; discovering; reflecting; generalising; 

synthesising; classifying; evaluating. 

➢ Feeling – describing, reflecting on and considering their own feelings and those of 

others; dealing with emotional complexities; coping with conflicts between values and 

feelings; achieving resolutions. 

➢ Writing – Stories, poems, letters, reports, scripts, graphics, sound and video 

recordings. 
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3. Language (Sindhi Urdu) Curriculum 

Theexisting Curriculum of language (Sindhi/ Urdu) identifies nineskills reading, writing, 

listening, speaking, speech, creative writing, language cognition, appreciation and criticism 

and life skills along with competencies, standards, Benchmarks and students learning 

outcomes, along with major themes, preparation of textbooks, Teaching Aids, Teachers guide 

and evaluation etc.  

The existing language (Sindhi/ Urdu) Curriculum identify nine language skills: These skills 

are given below along with their purposes. 

 

 

Listening 

➢ To obtain and to respond to information, appropriately 

➢ To establish relationships and interact with others 

➢ To appreciate the feelings of others 

➢ To reflect upon ideas, experiences and opinions 

➢ To gain imaginative and aesthetic pleasure 

 

Speaking 

➢ To convey information 

➢ To establish relationships and interact with others 

➢ To express feelings 

➢ To present, share, clarify and reflect on ideas, experiences and opinions 

➢ To give imaginative and aesthetic pleasure 

 

Reading 

➢ To obtain information and respond appropriately 

➢ To appreciate the feelings of others 

➢ To reflect upon ideas, experiences and opinions 

➢ To gain imaginative and aesthetic pleasure 

 

Writing 

➢ To convey information 

➢ To express feelings 

➢ To order, clarify, record and reflect on ideas, experiences and opinions 

➢ To give imaginative and aesthetic pleasure 

 

Speech  

➢ To convey information 

➢ To express feelings 

➢ To obtain the appropriate use of social academic convention 

➢ To express ideas through effective communication 

➢ To present, clarify and reflect own point of view 

 

Creative writing 

➢ To express feelings in an imaginative way 

➢ To entertain & share human experience 

➢ To understand influence & aesthetic values 
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➢ To review/draft creative manuscript 

 

Language Cognition 

➢ To understand grammatical functions 

➢ To use principles of grammar & structure, punctuation & syntax for developing 

accuracy 

➢ To enhance vocabulary for effective communication 

➢ To understand cohesive & coherent written composition 

 

Appreciation & criticism 

➢ To gain pleasure & understanding for literature 

➢ To evaluate the work of literature 

➢ To determine the aesthetic merits & demerits 

➢ To understand the value and importance of literary work 

 

Life skills 

➢ To develop negotiation skill 

➢ To behave responsibly & with courage 

➢ To develop positive attitude 

➢ To build self confidence 

 

 

Aims of Language Learning and Teaching 

 

➢ Develop students’ skills and knowledge so that they can realise to the full their 

ability to understand language and use it accurately; 

➢ Support students’ personal development through language and literature, 

including intellectual, emotional, aesthetic, social and moral development; 

➢ Develop in students a range of positive attitudes towards their own and each 

other’s language development, including enjoyment, co-operation and sharing. 

 

To do this, teachers will need to: 

➢ Provide experiences for developing students’ capacities to communicate, 

think, feel and write through language; 

➢ Introduce students to books and literature, including local materials, as sources 

of these experiences; 

➢ Through these experiences extend students’ understanding of the nature, 

structures and conventions of language; 

➢ Help students develop confidence and pleasure in their own use of language; 

➢ Take full advantage of dialects, ethnic diversity and bilingualism, in teaching 

positive attitudes to different cultures and knowledge about language; 

➢ Take advantage of the rich contexts for language development provided by the 

mass media, computers and drama; 

➢ Develop appropriate methods of assessment, recording and reporting. 

 

The Language Framework should reflect the best thinking about the knowledge, skills, and 

competencies needed for a high degree of language understanding and communication skills 

among all students. It should be constructed in the form of tasks that involve taking into 

account the developmental levels of students 
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3. The Nature of Assessment 

Assessment in Sindh Province is based on the idea that student competence in an area of 

learning improves over time. Students, who have been taught the subject as per standards and 

benchmarks of the existing Curriculum of Sindh province, moving from Grade 1 to Grade 3, 

4 to 5, 6 to 8, 9 to 10 and 11 to 12 should be able to demonstrate an increasing competency in 

the achievement, determined by the existing Curriculum. The competencies measured by the 

language tests are those specified by the existing language (Sindhi/ Urdu) Curriculum.  
 

4. The Purpose of Provincial Assessment 
 

It will provide a systematic measurement system for the measurement of student achievement 

in order to attain the objectives of quality education. Specifically, it will provide learning 

achievement of student of grade-3 in the subject of Mathematics and Languages 

(Sindhi/Urdu). It will be helpful to establish baseline data for student of grade-3 Mathematics 

and language (Sindhi/ Urdu) subjects in all districts of the province of Sindh. It will also 

provide basic and necessary required knowledge to parents and teachers regarding students 

achievements, based on fullest objectivity and impartiality for attainment of quality 

education. Three booklets (A-B-C) will be developed for pilot test. Each booklet contain 32 

items of reading and writing. After pilot, statistically good/ fit items will be selected for large 

scale test booklets (A& B). 
 

5. The Language Assessment Framework 
 

Although the Curriculum identifies Listening, speaking, reading, writing language cognition 

and life skills to be focused in grade 3 but this frame work is based on the assessment of 

reading and writing and language cognition due to the nature of paper and pencil test. Other 

remaining skills are not part of this framework. These skills however are very important and 

students should be provided with classroom experiences to enable them to listen and 

communicate through language. 

 

Language Test will be developed to accommodate these skills.  
 

5.1. The Reading Framework 
 

Reading as a part of literacy skills is a fundamental right of every person. It gives people 

access to information and the ability to function in life. Reading enriches through the power 

of language and the beauty of poetry. It extends human experience through the exploration of 

events in literary works. It is the key to knowledge and information. 

 

At early grade level the goals for reading literacy are to develop readers who: 

 

➢ Read with enough fluency to focus on the meaning of what they read; 

➢ Form an understanding of what they read; 

➢ Use various strategies to aid their understanding and, and check the meaning of what 

they read; 

➢ Apply what they already know to understand what they read; 

➢ Read various texts for different purposes; 

➢ Possess positive reading habits and attitudes. 

 

The skill of reading consists of two main dimensions: 
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➢ The contexts for reading 

➢ The aspects of reading 

 

6.1(a).Contexts for Reading 

 

The contexts for reading consist of: 

➢ Reading for literary experience 

➢ Reading for information 

➢ Reading to perform a task (this will not be the part of assessment for grade 3) 

 

• Reading for Literary Experience 

 

Reading for literary experience involves the reader in exploring themes, events, 

characters, settings, problems and the language of literary works. The reader brings his or 

her experiences and knowledge to the text in activities such as anticipating events, 

picturing settings, predicting consequences, analysing actions, and considering the 

language of literary works. He or she thinks about the authors’ characters’ perspectives 

and considers the language and story structure. Various types of texts are associated with 

reading for literary experience, including short stories, poems, plays, legends, 

biographies, myths and folktales. It is important that these texts are of a high literary 

quality and that the language and topics are accessible to students. 

 

• Reading for Information 

 

Reading for information is most commonly associated with textbooks, primary and 

secondary resources, newspaper and magazine articles, essays and speeches etc. 

Informational text is organised by topic and supporting details. Reading for information, 

readers need to know the specific text patterns, or forms of organisation (for example, 

cause and effect, sequential order, comparison/contrast, opinion and supporting 

arguments), to develop understanding. Reading information texts requires orientations to 

the text, because readers are specifically focused on acquiring information.  People read 

for information, they may select parts of the text they need rather than reading from 

beginning to the end. 

 

6.1 (b). Aspects of Reading 

 

The aspects of reading consist of: 
 

➢ Forming a General Understanding 

➢ Developing Interpretation 

➢ Making Reader-Text Connections 

➢ Examining Content and Structure 

 

• Forming a General Understanding 

To form a general understanding the reader must consider the text as a whole and have a 

global knowledge of it. Students may be asked, for example, to demonstrate a general 

understanding by providing the title of a passage, explaining the purpose of an article, or 

reflecting on the theme of a story. Tasks and items that measure this aspect of reading 

include: 

➢ Identify what the story/ paragraph/ text is about. 

➢ Which of the following is the best statement of the theme of the story? 
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➢ Identify the main theme in a paragraph/ text. 

➢ What is the text supposed to help you do? 

➢ What would you tell someone about the main character? 

 -مثال:
Sindhi Urdu 

 ڏنل عبارت پڙهي ٻڌايو ته اِها ڇا جي باري ۾ آهي؟ .1
ڏنل بيانن مان ڪهڙو بيان عبارت جو مرڪزي خيال  .2

 آهي.
جو عام مقصد ڪهڙو آهي؟ يا مرڪزي  ڏنل عبارت .3

 خيال ڪهڙو آهي؟
ڏنل عبارت ڪهڙي ڪم ۾ توهان جي مدد ڪري  .4

 سگهي ٿي؟
عبارت جي مرڪزي ڪردارن جي باري ۾ توهان  .5

 ٻين کي ڇا ٻڌائيندؤ؟ وغيره

 دی یئگ ابعرت ڑپھ رک اشنن دیہ ےیجیک ہک ہی سک ےک ابرے ںیم ےہ؟ .1

 زکی ایخل ےہ؟دےی ےئگ ایبانت ںیم ےس وکن اس ابعرت اک رم .2

دی یئگ ابعرت اک ومعیم /اعم دصقم ایک ےہ؟ زینریپارگاف اک رمزکی ہتکن ایک  .3

 ےہ؟

 دی یئگ ابعرت ںیم اشلم ولعمامت  سک اکم ںیم آپ یک دمد رکیتکس ےہ؟ .4

ابعرت ےک رمزکی رکدار ےک ابرے ںیم آپ دورسوں وک ایک اتبںیئ ےگ؟  .5

 وریغہ۔

 

• Developing Interpretation 

To develop interpretation, the reader must extend initial impressions to develop a more 

complete understanding of what was read. This process involves linking information 

across parts of a text as well as focusing on specific information. Questions that assess 

this aspect of reading include drawing influences about the relationship of two pieces of 

information and providing evidence to determine the reason for action. Questions that 

assess this aspect of reading include: 
 

➢ What event marked a change in the story’s plot or situation? 

➢ What caused the character to ________________? 

➢ What caused this event? 

➢ What is the meaning of _____________________? 

➢ What type of person is this character? 

➢ What does this idea imply? 

➢ In what ways are these ideas important to the topic or theme? 

➢ What will be the result of this step in the directions? 

➢ What does this character think about ________? 

 -مثال:
Sindhi Urdu 

 ڪهڙي موڙ تي آکاڻي ۾ تبديلي آئي؟ .1
 آکاڻيَء جي هن موڙ جو سبب هو ته ________ .2
 اِهو ڪردار ڪهڙي قسم جو آهي/ هو؟ .3
اِهي خيال ڪهڙيَء طرح آکاڻيَء جي عنوان سان  .4

 الڳاپو رکن ٿا؟
 آکاڻيَء جي هن حصي جو ڪهڙو نتيجو نڪرندو؟ .5
 ڪيو جو آکاڻيَء جي ڪردار اِهو ڪم انهيَء الِء .6

__________ 
آکاڻيَء جو اِهو ڪردار هن حوالي سان ڇا ٿو  .7

 سک ومڑ رپ اہکین ںیم دبتیلی آیئ؟ .1

 ------------------اہکین ےک اس ومڑ یک وہج یھت؟  .2

 ہی رکدار سک مسق اک ےہ/ اھت؟  .3

وان ےس قلعتم ںیہ۔ .4

ن

 ہی ایخالت سک رطح اہکین ےک ُع

 ؟ اہکین ےک اس ہّصح اک ہجیتن ایک وہاگ .5

 اہکین اک ہی رکدار اس وحاےل                                                               ےس ایک وساتچ ےہ؟ .6

 اہکین ےک "اِس رکدار"   یک      "اس وحاےل "  ےس ایک وسچ ےہ؟   .7
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 سوچي؟
 

 

• Making Reader-Text Connections 

 

To make reader/text connections, the reader must link information in the text with 

knowledge and experience. This might include applying ideas in the text to the real world. 

All student responses must be text based to receive full credit. Personal feelings are not 

asked for in the assessment.  

 

➢ Do you think the lesson in this story is true today? Why or why not? 

➢ How does the text conduct in real life structure? 

➢ How do you think the characters’ actions might be different today, support 

your response with evidence from the story? 

➢ How do you think the story would have ended if_________ had not 

happened? 

➢ Explain the double meaning of ___________ tell which meaning better 

explains the major ideas in the passage/ text. 

 

 

 -مثال:
Sindhi Urdu 

توهان جي خيال ۾ ڇا هيَء عبارت/ آکاڻي مان حاصل 1.
وده دؤر جي لحاظ کان مليل سبق يا نتيجو موج/ڪيل 

 درست آهي؟ ها يا نه، سبب ٻڌايو.

توهان هِن ڪردار جي جاِء تي هجو ها ته ڇا  جيڪڏهن.2
 ڪريو ها؟

آکاڻيَء ۾ ٻڌايل ڳالهه، عام زندگيَء ۾ ڪهڙيَء طرح .3
 موجود آهي؟

توهان جي خيال ۾ ______ جو مطلب _______ مان  .4
 مراد آهي. وغيره.

ج ا    وموجدہ  ایخل ںیم ایک   اسآپ ےک  .1
ی 

 

ت

ن

ن
ابعرت/   اہکین ےس احلص دشہ قبس /

 وہج  یھب اتبےیئ۔   –دور ےک احلظ ےس ےہ؟ اہں ای ںیہن 

 ارگ آپ اس رکدار یک ہگج وہےت وت ایک رکےت؟ .2

 اہکین ںیم ایبن رکدہ ابت اعم زدنیگ ںیم سک رطح وموجد ےہ؟ .3

اد ےہ ےس رم ــــــــــــــــاک بلطم  ــــــــــــــــآپ ےک ایخل ںیم .4

 وریغہ۔

 

4 Examining Content and Structure 

 

Examining text content and structure requires critically evaluating, comparing and 

contrasting and understanding the effect of features such as irony, humour and 

organisation. Questions used to assess this aspect of reading require readers to stand apart 

from the text, consider it objectively, and evaluate its quality and appropriateness. 

Knowledge of text content and structure is important. Questions ask readers to determine 

the usefulness of a text for a specific purpose, evaluate the language and textual elements, 

and think about the author’s purpose and style. Some questions also require readers to 

make connections across parts of a text or between texts. For example, students might be 
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asked to compare a poem and a story with the same theme or relate information from a 

first person account to a textbook description of an event. This aspect involves students in 

critically examining a text using what they have learnt regarding text content and 

structure. It does not involve students in drawing on their personal experiences to make 

subjective decisions. 

 

Questions that assess this aspect of reading include: 

 

➢ Compare the structure of this magazine article to that one. 

➢ How useful would this be for --------? Why? 

➢ Does the author use (irony, personification, humour) effectively? Explain. 

➢ What is the author’s point of view? Using the text, provide a sentence or two to 

support your response. 

➢ Is this information needed for ------------? Explain your reasoning. 

➢ What other information would you need to find out about ---------------? Support 

your answer with information from the text. 

And also: 

➢ Explain what makes this text a tale. 

➢ How does the author’s description of _____ help explain the character’s actions?  

➢ How do the first events help you predict the ending?  

➢ Why does the author explain the problem in the first part of the story? Explain 

with evidence from the story. 

➢ Why does the author use the words _____ to describe how _____ feels? 

 

 -مثال:
Sindhi Urdu 

 هڙي قسم جي آهي؟ )نظم/ آکاڻي(هيَء عبارت ڪ .1
هن عبارت ۾ ليکڪ جو انداز ڪهڙو آهي؟ مزاحيه/  .2

 نصيحت وارو/ ڊرامائي
عبارت ۾ مصنف جو خيال ڪهڙو آهي؟ پنهنجي  .3

 جواب جي حمايت ۾ جملو ٻڌايو.
 هِيَء معلومات ڪهڙي حوالي سان ضروري آهي؟ .4
توهان عبارت ۾ موجود ڪهڙيَء شيَء بابت وڌيڪ  .5

 يره.ڄاڻڻ چاهيندؤ؟ وغ

  اہکین                                                                          /مظن ہی ابعرت سک مسق یک ےہ؟ .1

 اس ابعرت ںیم فنصم اک ادناز اسیک ےہ؟  زماہیح/ تحیصن واال/ ڈراامیئ۔ .2

 ابعرت ںیم فنصم  اک ایخل ایک ےہ؟  اےنپوجاب یک اتدیئ ںیم ہلمج اتبےئ۔  .3

 ت سک وحاےل ےس رضوری ںیہ؟ہی ولعمام .4

آپ ابعرت ںیم وموجد سک زیچ ےک ابرے ںیم زمدی ولعمامت اچںیہ ےگ؟   .5

 وریغہ

 

 

6.1 (c). Selection of Texts for the Reading Test 

 

For the assessment instruments to assess the ability of students to read a variety of texts are 

used in the tests. These texts are taken according to the existing language (Sindhi/ Urdu) 

curriculum or from Sindh text book board grade-iii reading materials appropriate for the 

student’s environment. Complete stories, informational texts, poems, formal & informal 

letters, sayings etc. are used to engage the students’ interest. The texts used make it possible 

for questions to be asked at the different skill levels identified in the framework.  

 

The texts chosen for the Assessment are appropriate for the age and grade of the students 

being tested. The texts are unbroken and meet criteria for genre, language, interest, and 
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organization. These criteria include curricular considerations, appropriateness of the topic, 

style, perspective, and fairness. 

 

The main criteria used for passage selection are given below: 

 

➢ Texts must be appropriate for the grade level of the student 

➢ Texts must be appropriate for the age of the student 

➢ Topics must be appropriate for the culture   

➢ The language of the texts must be according to the curriculum demands 

➢ The texts used must be complete in themselves 

➢ The ideas found in the texts must be appropriately organized 

➢ Grammar and vocabulary found in the texts must be appropriate for the students’ age 

and grade 

➢ The length of the text must be sufficient to enable students to complete the tasks in the 

tests as well as to enable item writers to develop sufficient items to test student 

achievement. 

➢ The texts must be sensitive to the interest level of students and be sensitive to gender 

issues 

➢ The texts used should provide students with experience of different styles of writing  

 

 

6.1(d). Marking of the Provincial Assessments 

 

Individual students’ tests will not be scored. To ensure the quality of the data and maintain 

the validity and reliability of the data, data will be scored / entered through the machine 

Optical Mark Reader (OMR) and e-marking process. This activity will be outsourced and 

a firm will be hired through advertisement for scoring/data entry in accordance with the 

proposed criteria. The PEACe personnel will monitor this activity. For the writing items, 

there is need for an inter ratter exercise to be conducted. This will be of approximately 10% 

of the papers. 

 

 Two scores can be obtained: 

 

a) A threshold score for each unit , and, 

b) A mastery score for each unit 

 

a) The Threshold score can be applied at three levels 

 

(i) The number of students who answer two-thirds or more of the questions 

correctly in each unit. This will be the number of students who have clearly 

demonstrated that they are secure with the Grade-iii Language Curriculum. 

(ii) The number of students who answer around two-thirds of the questions 

correctly in each unit. Maybe these students are one or two marks short of the 

threshold in one or two units. 

(iii) Students who do not meet the minimum requirement set out above 

 

b) The Mastery score will identify how many students have scored above 80% in each 

unit. 
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Data will be analysed by using the software, ITEMAN, ConQuest Program, SPSS- 20 

&Wasvar software and as the end product of the whole activity, two reports one is 

Result Report and second is Technical Report along with leaflets in Sindhi, Urdu and 

English version will be produced by the experts from PEACe Sindh. 

 

 

6.1(f). Test Specifications for Reading 

 

➢ The percentage distribution of items by Grade Level and Contexts of Reading in 

the Provincial assessment is given below: 

 

Context Strand Grade 3 

Reading for Literary Experience     66 

Reading for Information     34 

Total    100% 

 

➢ The percentage distribution of items by Grade Level and Aspect of Reading in 

the Provincial assessment is given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ The distribution of percentage of context for Reading (Literary Experience and 

Reading for Information) and Aspect of  Reading to Grade 3 

 

Context 

for 

Reading 

Aspects of Reading 

Forming 

General 

Understand

ing 

Developing 

Interpretati

on 

Making 

reader Text 

Connection 

Examining 

Content & 

Structure 

Total 

For 

Literary 

Experienc

e 

         G 3          G 3         G 3        G 3      G 3 

28% 

 

28% 

 

06% 

 

04% 

 

66% 

 

For 

Informati

on 

15% 

 

14% 

 

03% 

 

02% 

 

34% 

 

Total  % 

 Total 

Items 

43% 

 

42% 

 

09% 

 

06% 

 

100% 

 

 

Aspects of Reading Grade 3 

Forming a general understanding     43 

Developing interpretation     42 

Making reader text connection     09 

Examining content & structure     06 

TOTAL    100% 
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➢ The distribution of Items of Context for Reading by Aspect for Reading to Grade 

3 (Literary Experience Prose, Literary Experience Poetry and Reading for 

Information) and Aspect of  Reading to Grade 3 

 

Reading specification 

 

Content                              Booklet wise Question number 

 

 GU D.Int TC EX.C&St Total 

questions(MCQs) 

Literary 

experience 

Prose  

2 2 2 1 

 

7 

1-2 3-4 5-6 7 

 

Literary 

experience 

Poetry 

2 1 1 1 

 

5 

8-9 10 11 12 

 

Reading for 

information  

2 2 2 1 

 

7 

13-14 15-16 17-18 19 

 

Total 

 

6 5 5 3 19 

 

 

A Reading Comprehension test consisting of short texts (Prose, Poetry, information 

according to the existing Language (Sindhi/ Urdu) Curriculum or from textbook consist of  

50-60 words and a series of multiple choice items 

 

➢ Item Type for reading Test 

 

The assessment formats used should be consistent with the objectives being assessed. A 

variety of strategies for assessing student performance have been evaluated. However 

Multiple-choice items that probe students’ conceptual understanding and ability to connect 

ideas in a scientifically sound way are only going to be used in the reading test. 

 

These items should contain a broad enough range of items at different levels of proficiency to 

identify four aspects of reading for grade 3.  

 

Multiple Choice Questions(MCQs) are used as they: 

• Are easily equated 

• Are easily scored without the need for complex keys and rubrics 

• Provide greater security of items 

• Increase the reliability of the data as they demand objective marking 

• Are more efficient 

• Predict valid measurement 
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6.2 The Writing Framework 

 

6.2 (a). Rationale: 

 

Writing helps to consolidate learning. It is used, for example, to support speaking and as an 

aid to memory when listening. Students should do written exercises designed to support a 

variety of language points.  

Many students find writing even a short text an off-putting task. Some may be able to write 

short pieces of text that they will expand on later. Others may feel happy producing a lengthy 

piece of text. 

Success in writing will be dependent on students: 

 

➢ Being clear about the purpose for every piece of writing 

➢ Keeping the audience in mind 

➢ Seeing writing as a support for learning and not a meaningless imposition 

➢ Approaching writing as an evolving process 

➢ Making use of many forms of support for writing 

➢ Enjoying writing 

 

Students should: 
 

➢ write for a variety of purposes: narrative, informative and persuasive; 

➢ Write on a variety of tasks and for many different audiences. 

➢ Write from a variety of stimulus materials and within various time constraints. 

➢ Generate, draft, revise, and edit ideas within different forms of expression. 

➢ Display effective choices in the organization of their writing, including details to 

illustrate and elaborate their ideas. 

➢ Use appropriate conventions of written language (Urdu and Sindhi). 

➢ Value writing as a communicative activity (assessed by background questions). 

 

To be able to provide an overview of students’ writing abilities, the provincial Assessment 

provides students with tasks covering two types of writing as well as assessing their 

knowledge about language and vocabulary. 

 

6.2 (b). Purposes for Writing 

 

Three purposes for writing are identified: 
 

➢ narrative writing – telling a story 

➢ informative writing – informing the reader 

➢ persuasive writing – persuading the reader 
 

▪ Narrative Writing 

This involves students in producing stories or personal pieces of writing. The narrative topics 

in the assessment encourage writers to use their creativity and powers of observation to 

develop stories that can capture a reader's imagination. 
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▪ Informative Writing 

This communicates information to the reader to share knowledge or to convey messages, 

instructions, and ideas. The informative topics in the writing assessment require students to 

write on specified subjects in a variety of formats, such as reports, reviews, and letters. 

 

▪ Persuasive Writing 
 

This seeks to influence the reader to take some action or bring about change. It may contain 

factual information, such as reasons, examples, or comparisons; however, its main purpose is 

not to inform, but to persuade. The persuasive topics in the writing assessment ask students to 

write letters to friends, newspaper editors, or prospective employers, as well as to refute 

arguments or take sides in a debate. 

 

In specifying that students must write narratives, informative essays, and persuasive pieces, 

the assessment writing framework ensures that students taking the assessment will have the 

opportunity to develop and organize ideas, use language effectively, and demonstrate 

awareness of audience for a range of writing purposes. (persuasive writing is not included in 

the test as existing language curriculum of (Sindhi/Urdu) G-3 does not support it. 

  

6.2(c). Distribution of Items According to the Number of Prompts 

 

The distribution of items is according to the number of prompts that students are given to 

develop their writing. From the consideration of the purpose for writing and the existing 

language Curriculum (Sindhi and Urdu) for Grade 3, the following distribution framework 

has been developed. The number of prompts is two, one each for each purpose of writing. 

Each item response achieves a maximum score of 15. 
 

 

 

A Writing test consisting of two tasks and students should be able to write 10 short sentences( 

maximum 40-50 words)  Each writing task contain 5 sentences 

 

 

 

 

 

Purposes for Writing G3 Prompts/Items 
No. Item 

Narrative Writing 50% 
1 

QNo-31 

Informative Writing 50% 
1 

QNo-32 

TOTAL 100% 2 
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Examples of Tasks for provincial Assessments 

 

Writing Examples of Tasks 

Purpose  

Narrative On morning a child looks out of the window and discovers that a 

huge castle has appeared overnight. The child rushes outside to 

the castle and hears strange sounds coming from it. Someone is 

living in the castle! 
 

The castle door creaks open. The child goes in. 

Write a story about who the child meets and what happens 

inside the castle. 

Expository/Informative Describe what lunchtime is like for you on a school day. Tell 

about your lunchtime so that someone who has never had lunch 

with you can understand where you have lunch and what 

lunchtime is like. 

 

 

 

 بياني آکاڻي:

هڪ ڏينهن صبح جو هڪ ٻار دريَء مان ٻاهر ڏسي ٿو ،ڇا ڏسي ته رات وچ ۾ هڪ وڏو محل ظاهر تيار ٿيو 
آهي ٻار محل ڏانهن ڊوڙي ٿو. ان کي محل مان عجيب قسم جا آواز ٻڌڻ ۾ آيا. شايد محل ۾ ڪو رهي ٿو. 

  محل جو دروازو کڙ کڙ جي آواز سان کلي ٿو ۽ ٻار اندر هليو وڃي ٿو.

 هڪ آکاڻي لکي ٻڌايو ته محل ۾ ٻار سان ڇا ٿيو هوندو ۽ ان ُاتي ڇا ڏٺو.

 معلوماتي عبارت:

 اسڪول ۾ پنهنجي رسيس بابت ٻڌايو ته:

توهان رسيس ۾ماني/ شيِء ڪٿي کائيندا آهيو ۽ اسڪول ۾ اهو وقت توهان ڪيئن گذاريندا آهيو ته 
نه کاڌي هجي اهو به توهان جي رسيس جي وقت جيئنجنهن توهان سان ڪڏهن به گڏجي رسيس ۾ ماني/ شيِء 

 بابت ڄاڻي سگهي.

 ایبہین اہکین:

ےہ اُےس لحم ےس بیجع یس  اکی حبص اکی ہچب ڑھکیک ےس ابرہ داتھکی ےہ وت اےُس اتپ اتلچ ےہ ہک راوتں رات اکی تہب ڑبا لحم ومندار وہایگ ےہ ہچب لحم ےک رطف اتکپل

 دیتی ںیہ۔ اشدی لحم ںیم

ی

ٰ

 وکیئ راتہ ےہ۔ لحم اک دروازہ ڑک ڑک یک آواز ےس اتلھُک ےہ ۔ ہچب ادنر الچ اجات ےہ۔  آوازںی انسئ

 اکی اہکین ھکل رک اتبےیئ ہک لحم ںیم ےچب ےک اسھت ایک وہا وہاگ اور سک سک ےس اُس اک اسانم وہا وہاگ۔ 

 :ولعمامیت

رکےت ںیہ اور اوکسل ںیم اھکےن اک ہی وتق آپ  ےسیک زگاارےت ںیہ ات ہک سج ےن آپ اوکسل ںیم اےنپ چنل )اھکےن( ےک وتق ےک ابرے ںیم اتبےیئ ہک آپ چنل اہکں 
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 ےک اسھت یھبک چنل ںیہن ایک وہ یھب آپ ےک چنل ےک وتق ےک ابرے ںیم اجن ےکس۔ 

 
 لکڻ

 لکڻ بابت جانچ الِء مقرر ڪيل معيار

31سوال نمبر:   

غير تسلي 
 بخش

نمبر  حصا  بھترين بھتر بنيادي
 شمار

ضوع جمال مو
۽ اشارن مطابق 

 نه  ھجن

ا ٻه جمال يھڪ 
موضوع ۽ 

اشارن مطابق  
 ھجن

ٽي کان چار 
جمال موضوع 

۽ اشارن مطابق 
ھجن   

مڪمل پنج جمال 
موضوع ۽ اشارن 

 مطابق  ھجن

  

 طوالت

1 

 مارڪون  3 2 1 0

کان  نپنج
 وڌيڪ غلطيون

غلطيون پنج  ٽي کان چار 
 غلطيون

  ٻه ھڪ کان
 غلطيون

 2 صورتخطي 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

خيالن جي چونڊ 
۽ ترتيب 

مڪمل درست 
 نه ھجي

خيالن جي چونڊ 
۽ ترتيب ڪجھه 
حد تائين درست 

 ھجي

خيالن جي 
چونڊ ۽ ترتيب 
اڌ کان وڌيڪ 

 درست ھجي

خيالن جي چونڊ 
۽ ترتيب مڪمل 

 درست ھجي

خيالن جي چونڊ  
 ۽ ترتيب

3 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

بيھڪ جي 
نشانين جو 
استعمال نه 

ھجي يا  ڪيل
غلط ڪيل 

 ھجي

صرف دم جو  
درست استعمال 

 ڪيل ھجي

دم ۽ سوال 
جي نشانيَء جو 

درست 
استعمال ڪيل 

 ھجي

دم، اڌ دم ۽ 
سوال جي 
نشانيَء جو 

درست استعمال 
 ڪيل ھجي

بيھڪ جون  
 نشانيون

4 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

لکيل پنج ئي  
جمال  فعل، 

 ٻها ييل ھڪ لک
جمال  فعل، 

 لکيل ٽي کان
جمال    چار

لکيل پنج ئي  
جمال  فعل، 

گرامر مطابق  
جملن جي 

5 
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فاعل، مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق 
 نه ھجن

فاعل، مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق 
 ھجن

فعل، فاعل، 
مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق 
 ھجن

فاعل، مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق 
 ھجن 

 جوڙجڪ

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

 1 کان5 0

1 

 6 کان10

2 

 11 کان15

3 

ڪل 
 ۽ مارڪون
 ڪوڊ

 ------- 

 

32سوال نمبر :    

نمبر  حصا  بھترين بھتر بنيادي غير تسلي بخش
 شمار

جمال موضوع ۽ 
اشارن مطابق نه 

ھجن   

ا ٻه جمال يھڪ 
)شئي جو نالو۽ 

ڪم يا پسند( 
موضوع ۽ 

اشارن مطابق  
 ھجن

ٽي کان چار 
جمال )شئي جو 

نالو۽ ڪم يا 
پسند( موضوع 

اشارن مطابق ۽ 
ھجن   

مڪمل پنج جمال 
)شئي جو نالو۽ 

 يا پسند(ڪم 
موضوع ۽ اشارن 

 مطابق  ھجن

 

 

 

 

 طوالت

1 

 مارڪون  3 2 1 0

کان  نپنج
 وڌيڪ غلطيون

غلطيون پنج  ٽي کان چار 
 غلطيون

 ٻهھڪ کان 
 غلطيون

 2 صورتخطي 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

خيالن جي چونڊ 
۽ ترتيب 

مڪمل درست 
 نه ھجي

جي چونڊ خيالن 
۽ ترتيب ڪجھه 
حد تائين درست 

 ھجي

خيالن جي 
چونڊ ۽ ترتيب 
اڌ کان وڌيڪ 

 درست ھجي

خيالن جي چونڊ 
۽ ترتيب مڪمل 

 درست ھجي

خيالن جي چونڊ  
 ۽ ترتيب

3 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0
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بيھڪ جي 
نشانين جو 
استعمال نه 

ڪيل ھجي يا 
غلط ڪيل 

 ھجي

صرف دم جو  
درست استعمال 

 ڪيل ھجي

جي دم ۽ سوال 
نشانيَء جو 

درست استعمال 
 ڪيل ھجي

دم، اڌ دم ۽ 
سوال جي 
نشانيَء جو 

درست استعمال 
 ڪيل ھجي

بيھڪ جون  
 نشانيون

4 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

لکيل پنج ئي  
جمال  فعل، 

فاعل، مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق نه 
 ھجن

ا ٻه  يلکيل ھڪ 
جمال  فعل، 

فاعل، مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق 
 ھجن

لکيل ٽي کان 
جمال  فعل،  چار

فاعل، مفعول 
۽ گرامر جي 
اصولن مطابق 

 ھجن

لکيل پنج ئي  
جمال  فعل، 

فاعل، مفعول ۽ 
گرامر جي 

اصولن مطابق 
 ھجن 

گرامر مطابق  
جملن جي 
 جوڙجڪ

5 

 مارڪون 3 2 1 0

 1 کان5 0

1 

 6 کان10

2 

 11 کان15

3 

ڪل 
۽ مارڪون  

ڪوڊ   

------- ------ 

 

6.3 Language Cognition Framework 

 

Students should be able to use the different parts of speech and the elements of good 

grammar in their reading/ writing. They should be able to use of words to develop good 

reading /writing and use appropriate vocabulary according to the context and purpose of the 

reading/writing tasks. 

 

Language cognition is assessed according to its correct usage in students’ response to the 

writing prompts and reading items. 

 

6.3 (a).Distribution of items for language cognition: 

 

Aspects of 

Language 
Themes 

Items 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 Understand & use synonym, antonyms, gender, 

singular and plural 

 Dictation 

 

 

 

6 

 
Synonym=20, Antony=21,Gender= 

22,Singular=23,Plural=24 & Dictation=25 
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Grammar 

 Understand and use of basic grammar 

     )Pronoun, proposition, punctuation( 

 

 

   3 Pronoun=26,preposition=27 & Punctuation=28 

 

Sentence 

Structure 

 

Sentence structure (simple sentences negative), Simple 

tenses 

 

2 

Negative=29, Simple tense=30 

TOTAL  11 

 

 

 

6.3 (a). Distribution of Items format according to Dimensions/ Prompts and time 

As decided, the test duration will be 90 minutes therefore the time allocated to item type & 

skills are as follows. 33.33% of total time is allocated to constructed response items as these 

items required greater amount of time to respond. 

 

S.No. Competency/ Skill Item type Duration Percentage 

1. 
▪ Reading 

▪ Language Cognition 
MCQs 60 Minutes  66.66% 

2. ▪ Writing  
Constructed Response 

Questions (CRQs) 
30 Minutes  33.33% 

Total Allocated Time 90 Minutes 100% 

 

 

6.3 (c). Development of Test Items 

 

Test items will be developed by assessment experts of PEACe, BOCs, Teacher Training 

Institutions, PITE, Schools and education Department, in accordance of subject-wise test 

specification found below; later, experts of PEACe will review and ensure the quality of the 

items. Three test booklets A, B& C in Sindhi and Urdu will be finalized. 

 

The developed test will have 32 items with 60 marks distributed as follows: 

➢ Summary of Test Specification Language (Sindhi/Urdu)  

Following table will illustrate the overall summary of the test specification of language test 

grade 3 for Booklets A, B& C 

Summary of Test Specification Language (Sindhi/Urdu) for Grade 3 

Skills/Knowledge of domain Time 

Total Marks 

MCQs 

 

Open 

ended 

Reading Comprehension will consist of the following 

contexts:  

• Reading for literary experience (Prose and 

poetry) 

• Reading for information 

 

 Total 19 items 

Reading for literary 

experience (Prose-

7, Poetry 5)=12 

items 
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The following aspects will test the student’s ability to: 

• Form a general understanding of the text 

• Interpret information found in the text 

• Make reader-text connections through linking 

information    in the text with knowledge and 

experience of real life situations. 

• Examine the content and structure of the text 

A Reading Comprehension test consisting short 

paragraphs/ texts according to existing language 

curriculum (Sindhi/ Urdu) or from textbook consist of 

50-60 words and a series of multiple choice items. 

(12 items of 12 

marks) 

Reading for 

information= 07 

items 

(07 items of 07 

marks) 

Total marks=19 

Language Cognition skills consist of  

• Vocabulary- Use of words, understand and use 

of antonyms, synonyms, gender, singular 

/plural, Dictation. 

• Grammar- Understand and use of basic 

grammar (pronoun, preposition, conjunctions, 

punctuation) 

• Sentences Structure- (simple sentence, 

negative) Simple Tenses. 

 Total 11 items 

(06 item of 

vocabulary of 6 

marks, 3 item of 

Grammar of 3 

marks, 2 item of 

sentence/Tenses of 

2 marks) 

Total marks= 11 

 

A Writingtest consisting of two tasks and students 

should be able to write 10 short sentences( maximum 

40-50 words)  Each writing task contain 5 sentences. 

• Narrative writing – telling a story 

• Informative writing – informing the reader 

 

- 

Total 02 

prompts 

(1 

prompts 

of15 

marks 

each) 

Total 

marks=3

0  

 

SLOs OF GRADE THREE READING, WRITING AND LANGUAGE COGNITION 

 

Reading 
 پڙهڻ

 .آهنگ لئه ۽ رواني سان پڙهي سگهي ،ر کي اچارثنظم  ۽ ن •
 .سنڌي ۾ لکيل ڪنهن به پيغام عبارت يا عالمتن کي سمجهي بنا هٻڪ جي پڙهي سگهي •
 بنيادي خواندگي جي سطح تي عبارت کي پڙهي سگهي. •
 ڪهاڻي مڪالمي ڊرامي کي نتيجن جي حوالي سان پڙهي سگهي. •
 ڙين مان ُلطف حاصل ڪري سگهي.فطري موضوعن تي ڏنل لک •

Writing لکڻ 

 جملن جا خال حرف) جر جو، جا، ِجي، َجي( وغيره . •
پاڻ بابت ڪنهن به حوالي سان ڏهه جمال لکي سگهي، مثال طور منهنجو گهر، منهنجا جانور، منهنجا  •

 دوست، منهنجا پکي، منهنجو پيُء ماُء منهنجو ڪتابن جو ٿيلهو وغيره.
 جي نالن بابت جواب لکي سگهي.سبق پڙهي شين  •
 َامري )حڪميا( پيغام لکي سگهي مثال طور اڄ منهنجي گهر اچ، سالم ڪر، اٿي بيهه وڃ! •
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Language 
Cognition 
زبان 
 شناسي

 يندو موجب ڪري سگھي.ٿان جي تبد يلي آهي،هو، مجملي جي جوڙجڪ ۾ ز •
 ساڳي معنى وارن لفظن کي سمجهي سگهي. •
 ضاد لفظ سمجهي سگهي.معنى جي خيال کان مت •
 سوال جي نشاني( کي ڪم آڻي سگهي,بيهڪ جي نشانين )پوري دم  •
 لفظن جا حالتن موجب جمع ٺاهي سگهي مثال: گهوڙن )تي( گهوڙن )جو( ٻڪرين )۾( ٻڪرين )تي( •

. 

 لفظ جي مقرر معنى کان واقف ٿي سگهي. •
 سوالي جملن کي هاڪاري ۽ ناڪاري جملي ۾ بدالئي سگهي. •
 اسان جو استعمال ڪري سگهي.,اسين ,مان  ,‘آٌء’ير متڪلم ضم •

 

 

SLOs OF GRADE THREE READING, WRITING AND LANGUAGE COGNITION 

 ڑپانھ 

 مظن ورثن وک ظفلت، آگنہ، ےل، رواین ےک اسھت ڑپھ ےکس۔  •

 اردو ںیم ےھکل وہےئ یسک یھب اغیپم ، ابعرت ای العتم وک ھجمس رک اےکٹ ریغب ڑپھ ےکس۔  •

 اینبدی وخادنیگ یک حطس رپ ابعرت وک ڑپھ ےکس۔  •

 اہکین ، اکمےمل، ڈراےم  وک اس ےک اتنجئ ےک وحاےل ےس ڑپھ ےکس۔  •

 رطفی وموضاعت رپ دی یئگ رحتریوں ےس فطل ااھٹ ےکس۔  •

 انھکل

 ھکل ےکس۔  (اک، یک، ےک)ولمجں ںیم اخیل وہگجں رپ رحوف ااضتف  •

 ےکس، الثم ریما رھگ، ریمے اجونر، ریمے دوتس، ریمے اوب، ریما ہتسب ۔ اےنپ وحاےل ےس یسک ونعان رپ دس ےلمج ھکل  •

 قبس ڑپھ رک اایش ء ےک انومں ےک ابرے ںیم  وجاب ھکل ےکس۔  •

 (آج ریمے رھگ آٴو۔ ہی ومضمن رضور ڑپوھ وریغہ )وکیئ ہیمکح اغیپم ھکل ےکس۔  •

 وصخمص حطس ےک ولمجں یک زابین االم وک رحتری رک ےکس۔  •

 زابن انشیس

 ےس رکےکس۔  ”وہاگ”، ”اھت”،  ”ےہ” یک استخ ںیم زامہن یک دبتیلی ےلمج •

 مہ ٰینعم رتمادف اافلظ وک ھجمس ےکس۔  •

 ٰینعم ےک احلظ ےس اضتمد اافلظ وک ھجمس ےکس۔  •

 اک اامعتسل ھکیس ےکس۔   ”ہتکس ”اور   ”وہفق”رومز اواقف  •

 وریغہ۔  ”(ںیم)وھگڑوں ”،      ”(وک)وھگڑوں ”، (رپ)ں وھگڑو”ےس  ”وھگڑا”:اافلظ یک عمج اامہل ےک احلظ ےس انب ےکس ےسیج •

 ، وساہیل اک اشنن اامعتسل رکےکس۔ (ہیلیصفت)رومزاواقف ںیم وکنل  •

 ظفل ےک وعض رکدہ ینعم ےس آاگہ وہےکس۔  •

 ااہفتسیم وک ارقاری اور ااکنری ولمجں ںیم دبل ےکس۔  •

  اامعتسل رکےکس۔ اک اخص وطر رپ      ”آپ ”اور        ”مہ”امضرئ یصخش ںیم ظفل  •
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3. Background Questionnaires Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

Framework for Developing  

Background Information Questionnaires 

 Head Teacher, Subject Teachers and Student & Parents 

 

2015 – 16 

 

 

 

 

 

Government of Sindh 

 Education and Literacy Department 

Provincial Education Assessment (PEACe) 

Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Wing  

Sindh – Jamshoro 
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Introduction 

 
Background questionnaires are often used in the survey of educational planning to collect 

information about various features of school systems. The information that is collected can be 

classified broadly into: (a) inputs to education (such as school resources or various 

background characteristics of schools, teachers or students), (b) learning and teaching 

processes, and (c) the outcomes of education (such as pupil achievement, attitudes towards 

school, and measures of school efficiency such as survival rates etc.). 

 

Following are some examples of general educational policy and research concerns: (a) 

policy-makers want to assess the supply of resources in their schools, (b) a curriculum expert 

wants to determine to what extent teaching methods explain differences in reading literacy 

and numeracy among students, and (c) Teacher training institutions want to investigate the 

impact of training on teachers’ content knowledge and pedagogy approaches. 

 

PEACe Sindh developed a framework for background information questionnaires consist on 

three instruments. First, Head Teachers’ Background Questionnaire (HTBQ). Second, 

Teachers’ Background Questionnaire (TBQ) and third Student and Parent Background 

Questionnaire (SBQ) to identify and examine the background information entailing their 

demographic, attitudinal and behavioral attributes which directly or indirectly affects the 

student learning and performance. 

 

For measuring the above mentioned characteristics, three/ five point Likert scale, 

dichotomous scale to respond question as ‘Yes or No’ will be used to collect the data for 

survey. Moreover, open ended questions would be avoided. 

 

The background questionnaire concern to students contain the information from students with 

variable like home facilities for studies, frequency of homework, time spent on recreational 

activity at home. Second background questionnaire concern to teachers includes the 

information from subjects’ teachers with variable like educational background such as 

academic and professional backgrounds, teaching learning process, subject related questions. 

The third questionnaire based on the information from head teachers with variable like school 

management, teacher performance, school resources and infrastructure and facilities. 
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About School 
Name 

SEMIS Code 

Students’ Gender 

Location 

Taluka 

District 

Level 

Medium of Instructions 

Number of students in grade III 

  Girls 

Boys 

Number of teachers 

Male 

Female 

Number of teachers, teaching grade III 

 

Personal Information 
Name 

Gender 

Age (Categorical Variable) 

Contact Number 

Status of job 

Way of selection for the job 

Responsibilities 

Administrative 

Academic 

Experience 

Administrative 

Academic 

Experience in current school (Categorical Variable) 

Administrative 

Academic 

Home location (Same as School) 

.  Distance to reach school 

Teaching Class 

 

Educational Background 

Qualification (Categorical Variable) 

Means of qualification (Regular- Private- Distance) 

13. Field of Education 

Professional Education 

Means of professional Education 

 

Professional Training 

Training during last three years 

Field of training 

HEAD TEACHER 
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Details of important in-service trainings 

Effectiveness of training 

Training specifically for Administration 

 

School Management and Coordination 

SMC Functional 

Coordination with 

Teachers 

Students 

Parents 

Community 

Officers 

Last Visit of Officers 

 

Level of satisfaction 

Teachers’ Performance 

Teachers’ Attendance 

Students’ Attendance 

Relation of teachers with students 

Pay Scale 

 

Multigrade Teaching 

Multigrade Teaching 

Reasons of Multigrade teaching 

Lack of classrooms 

Lack of teachers 

Over admission 

Lack of teaching resources 

 

Resource 

Condition of conventional teaching resources 

Furniture 

Boundary Wall 

Class Room 

Staff Room 

Head Teacher Office 

Playground 

Canteen 

Science Lab 

Washroom 

Drinking water 

Computer lab 

Sports equipment 

Availability of resources 

Curriculum 

Free textbooks 

Scheme of studies 

Time table 

Blackboard 

Library/ Reference books 
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Computer/ Internet 

 

Assessment 

Frequency of Assessment 

Assessment practices of teachers 

Record of assessment 

Feedback to students 

Feedback to parents 

 

Curriculum 

Availability of curriculum 

Math 

English 

Aware of teachers about the curriculum 

 

Textbook 

Availability of textbooks 

When were books given to the students? 

Students possess textbook 

Quality of textbook 

 

Co-curricular activities 

Science Fair 

Sports day 

Debate/ speech 

Quiz 

Book Fair 

Excursions 

Days’ celebration 

 

Issues about school 

Financial 

Lack of teachers 

Absents of teachers 

Lack of interest by parents 

Poor lesson planning 

Lack of classrooms 

Teachers’ transfer 

Political pressure 

Distance of school 

Over admission  

Untrained teachers 

Burden of non-academic activities 

 

Suggestions by the Head teacher 
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SUBJECT TEACHERS (MATHEMATICS) 

 

Math’s Teacher 
 

Personal Information 

Name 

Name of school and address 

Gender 

Age (Categorical Variable) 

Contact Number 

Status of job 

Way of selection for the job 

Responsibilities 

Experience 

Experience in current school (Categorical Variable) 

 

Educational Background 

Qualification (Categorical Variable) 

Means of qualification (Regular- Private- Distance) 

13. Field of Education 

Professional Education 

Means of professional Education 

 

Professional Training 

Training during last three years 

Field of training 

Details of important in-service trainings 

Effectiveness of training 

Training specifically for Math 

Name of Math’s training 

 

About the classroom 

22. Sections of class three 

How many section teacher teaches? 

Monthly percentage of students’ attendance 

Availability of separate room for class three 

Sitting resource of students 

 

Job satisfaction 

Appointment in this school 

Subject that teacher likes to teach 

Pay scale of teachers 

Satisfaction about the pay scale 

Teacher teaching in the same school 

31. Distance to reach school 

 

Teaching of Math 

Resources used for Math’s teaching 

Number of hours per week 
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Separate time for Math’s exercise 

Homework 

Frequency of homework 

Types of Math’s homework 

38. Homework’s feed back 

 

Assessment/ Exam 

Frequency of Math’s assessment 

Type of assessment questions 

Teaching technique 

 

Teaching Skills 

Teachers’ skills in different areas 

 

Curriculum 

Availability of curriculum 

Lesson planning in light of curriculum 

Awareness of teacher about different components of curriculum 

 

Textbook 

Availability of Math’s textbook for students 

Perception of teacher about improvement of newly published textbook 

Course completion 

Difficult topic of Math 

 

Any other suggestion of teachers 

 

 

Languages’ Teacher 
 

Personal Information Demographics 
Name 

Name of school and address 

Gender 

Age (Categorical Variable) 

Contact Number 

Status of job 

Way of selection for the job 

Responsibilities 

Experience 

Experience in current school (Categorical Variable) 

 

Educational Background 

Qualification (Categorical Variable) 

Means of qualification (Regular- Private- Distance) 

13. Field of Education 

Professional Education 

Means of professional Education 

SUBJECT TEACHERS (LANGUAGES) 
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Professional Training 

Training during last three years 

Field of training 

Details of important in-service trainings 

Effectiveness of training 

Training specifically for Language 

Name of Language’s training 

About the classroom 

22. Sections of class three 

How many section teacher teaches? 

Monthly percentage of students’ attendance 

Availability of separate room for class three 

Sitting resource of students 

 

Job satisfaction 

Appointment in this school 

Subject that teacher likes to teach 

Pay scale of teachers 

Satisfaction about the pay scale 

Teacher teaching in the same school 

31. Distance to reach school 

 

 

Teaching of Language 

Resources used for Language’s teaching 

Number of hours per week 

Separate time for Language’s exercise 

 

Homework 

Frequency of homework 

Types of Language’s homework 

38. Homework’s feed back 

 

Assessment/ Exam 

Frequency of Language’s assessment 

Type of assessment questions 

Teaching technique 

 

Teaching Skills 

Teachers’ skills in different areas 

 

Curriculum 

Availability of curriculum 

Lesson planning in light of curriculum 

Awareness of teacher about different components of curriculum 

 

Textbook 

Availability of Language’s textbook for students 

Perception of teacher about improvement of newly published textbook 
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Course completion 

Difficult topic of Language 

Any other suggestion of teacher 

 

 

STUDENT & PARENTS 

 

Variables about students 

Personal Information 

Name of student 

Gender 

Age 

Mother tongue 

Number of siblings 

 

Learning resources/ facilities at home 

Separate room for studying 

Resource for reading/ homework 

Time spent for home work 

Subject of interest 

Time to reach school 

Means to reach school 

Activities after school 

Family’s concern about study 

Language used in school for teaching 

Resources used during language class 

Resources used during Math’s class 

Participation in co-curricular activities 

Encouragement from teachers 

Frequency of encouragement 

Reaction of teacher while not paying attention towards studies 

 

Homework 

Frequency of homework 

Language 

Math 

Types of homework 

Language 

Math 

Homework checking 

Feedback by teacher 

Easy Topics of Math 

Interesting topics of language 

 

Questioning during class 

Answers by teachers 

Math 

Language 
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Opinion about textbooks 

Math 

Language 

 

Variables about parents 

Personal Information 

Qualification of Parents 

Mother 

Father 

Guardian 

Profession of guardian 

Profession/ Activities of mother 

No of family members 

Family system 

Social interaction with neighbors/ relatives 

 

Satisfaction about  

Quality of education in school 

Facilities 

 

Coordination 

School visit to inquire child’s progress 

Inclusion in school improvement activities 

By school 

By him/ herself 

Participation in co-curricular activities 

 

Information about subject 

Difficulty in areas 

 Language 

 Math 

Support for student at home 

 

Interaction with child about study 

Suggestion 
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ANNEX-3 

Sample design for PAT-2017 

 

We used the latest grade II Census of Schools 2013/2014 data to construct the sampling frame 

for selecting the sample of schools for the literacy and numeracy assessment testing that is 

planned for March/April 2016. In this regard, Sindh Education Management Information 

System (SEMIS) database for grade II will be used and Measure of Size (MOS). The Census 

2014/2015 data files contained 46,039 schools with Grade II students. In these schools, 528,133 

Grade II students are currently studying across 29 districts of Sindh province. 

The first step is to determine appropriate sample size. Two important parameters are vital for 

deciding the statistically desirable sample size, viz., the confidence level (Z) and sampling 

error (e). Following formula is used to estimate the optimal sample size. 

𝑛 =  
𝑍2 ∗ 𝑃(1 − 𝑃)

𝑒2
 

where; 

  n =  Optimal sample size  

  Z =  Prescribed Reliability (Normal Variable Z=1.96 for 95% confidence 

level)  

  P =  Estimated Probability (50% Theoretical Maximum)  

  e =  Maximum error deemed acceptable  

Under the parameter of sampling error of 1 percent with 95 percent confidence level23000 

students of grade III will take the test of numeracy and literacy.  

 

The second stage is the selection of sampling technique. A Stratified sampling is a commonly 

used probability method that is often considered to be superior to random sampling because it 

reduces sampling error. To take a stratified sample, first of all we have to identify the relevant 

strata and their actual representation in the population. Then we can use random sampling 

techniques to choose a sufficient number of subjects (respondents) from each stratum. 

Probability proportional to size (PPS)1 is sort of a modified version of stratified sampling and 

is usually used in multi-stage cluster (or stratified) sampling for population-level studies. It 

increases the chances that a subject (school) will be chosen in the sample based on its size2. 

PPS is used when the populations of sampling units vary in size. 

                                                           

1Probability proportional to size (PPS) refers to a sampling technique where the probability that a particular sampling 
unit will be chosen in the sample is proportional to some known variable such as population size or geographic size 

2 
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Within each district, PPS technique will be used to draw the sample from the list of 

Government schools in the Sindh Education Management Information System (SEMIS) 

database that will be used as the sampling frame.  In this regard, grade-2 enrolment was used 

as measure of size because the current Grade-3 students were in Grade-2 at the time of the 

2014/15 Census of Schools. Since the Census data was only one year old, good correlation 

between the current Grade-3 enrolment and the MOS from the Census was expected.  

 

A stratified two-stage sample design was used for selecting the sample of students who were 

enrolled in Grade-2 in the government schools in the province of Sindh during the 2014/2015 

academic year. The objective of the survey was to conduct analyses simultaneously for the 

Province, location type (Rural/Urban), gender (boys/girls) within the province, and the 29 

Districts in the province. Therefore, strata are defined as the cross-classification of district by 

location (Rural/Urban) resulting in 58 primary strata. 

It was noted that most of the schools of rural areas with low enrolment in grade-2 class. The 

inclusion of these schools would result in increased field cost because of travel involving long 

distances. Therefore, the schools less than or equal to 5 were not included in the survey 

population. The remaining schools of 26745formed the survey population. Exclusions were 

kept to a minimum and used as a means to reduce cost while still selecting as close as 

possible to a representative sample. The survey population was therefore all government 

schools in the province for which Grade-2 enrolment from the 2014/15 Census of schools 

was greater than or equal to 6 students. The survey population was approximately 496,367 

students with almost 76 percent in the rural schools. It should be noted that census data 

having mixed school by gender. This matter was resolved that a school with 50 percent or 

more boys was defined as a Boy’s school, and the one with less than 50 percent boys was 

defined as Girl’s school. 

By the exclusion of extremely small schools from the desired target population of grade-2, 

we constructed the sampling frame of schools with 26,209.In the first stage, a sample of 

2300schools out of the 26,209schools was selected within strata with Probability Proportional 

to Size, without replacements. Then in the second stage a group of students were selected 

from the sampled schools with systematic sampling. 

The distribution of sampled schools by sampling stratum (district by location) is given in below 

table.  
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District 

Code 
District Name Rural Urban Sample School 

1 Badin 84 14 98 

2 Dadu 74 27 101 

3 Hyderabad 20 63 83 

4 Thatta 58 8 66 

5 MirpurKhas 63 27 90 

6 Tharparkar 91 3 94 

7 Sanghar 81 25 106 

8 Central Karachi 1 63 64 

9 East Karachi 1 44 45 

10 South Karachi 2 57 59 

11 West Karachi 1 53 54 

12 Jacobabad 63 27 90 

13 Larkana 59 42 101 

14 Shikarpur 56 27 83 

15 KhairpurMirs 90 21 111 

16 NausheroFeroze 79 15 94 

17 ShaheedBenazirabad 76 25 101 

18 Sukkur 49 38 87 

19 Ghotki 75 23 98 

20 Umerkot 64 13 77 

21 Malir Karachi 33 19 52 

22 Jamshoro 32 31 63 

23 Mitiari 52 14 66 

24 Tando Allah Yar 43 16 59 

25 Tando Muhammad Khan 45 15 60 

26 Kashmore 60 16 76 

27 Kambar-Shahdadkot 65 22 87 

28 Sujawal 68 2 70 

29 Korangi Karachi 1 64 65 

  

1486 814 2300 

 

Selection of Students for Test 

The samples of students were selected by systematic sampling procedure by sorting the list of 

students in Grade-3 by section and by roll number within a class. Where the Grade list was 

less than or equal to 10 students, all students were selected. Otherwise, a sample of 10 

students was selected with systematic sampling procedure. The systematic sampling 

procedure was implemented by providing the test administrators with random number tables 

with 10 sequence numbers out of the list of sequence numbers of the Grade-3 students in the 

school. The random number tables provided to the TAs were generated from 11 to 39 and a 

skip interval was used for enrolments of 40 or above. 
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ANNEX-4 

 

Provincial Achievement Large Scale Test 2017 

Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe) 

Bureau of Curriculum & Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro 

 

LIST OF DISTRICT FOCAL PERSONS (Large Scale Test) 2017 
 

Sr.No

.  

Name of District Focal 

Person  

District  Email & Contact No  

1.  Dr. Khalil Ahmed Korai 

Principal, GECE(M) Badin 

Badin 03463862138 

balochzakriyya@gmail.com 

drkhalilahmedkorai@gmail.com 

2.  Mr. Muhammad 

AyoobLashari 

Programme Officer RSU 

Karachi  

Dadu 03002611079  

lashariayoobdu@yahoo.com  

3.  Hafiz Shahabuddin 

DEO Ghotki 

Ghotki 03337211358, 03008016642 

shahabuddinpk@hotmail.com 

sahabbalouch@gmail.com 

4.  Mr. Inayatullah Shaikh 

Principal GECE(M) 

Hyderabad  

Hyderabad  03332707680  

gecemhyd2011@yahoo.com  

5.  Mr. Muhammad Ibrahim 

Buriro 

DOE (QA) Jacobabad  

Jacobabad  03008319294, 03133450009  

gecejacobabad@gmail.com  

anees843@gmail.com  

6.  Mr. SanaullahSoomro 

AP, GITTC Latifabad 

Hyderabad 

Jamshoro  03332613689 

sirsanaullahsoomro@gmail.com 

7.  Abdul GhaffarBrohi 

HM, GHS Boys Kamber 

Kambar @ 

Shahdadkot 

03311388576 

zahri.aghaffar59@gmail.com 

8.  Syed Afaque Ahmed  

AP, DETRC Karachi  

Karachi West 03012267522, 0336715375  

syedafaq2005@yahoo.com  

9.  Mr. Suhail Ahmed 

 

Karachi East 03212503248 

governmentcollegeofeducation1@g

mail.com 

sohailurrehman2@gmail.com 

10.  Mr. Umer FarooqueMirani Karachi Central 03432543604 

11.  Mr. ZulfiqarBahan 

AP,GECE(M) Lyari Karachi 

Karachi South zulfiqarbehan@gmail.com 

0300-9276858 

12.  Mr. Riaz Ahmed Karachi 

Korangi 

03332366405 

13.  Mr. Abdul JabbarDahri Karachi Malir 03111084771 

jabbara290@gmail.com 

14.  Mr. ManzoorIllahi Malik  

Lecturer, GECE(M) 

Kandhkot 

Kashmore @ 

Kandhkot 

03337311040  

manzoorillahimalik@yahoo.com  

15.  Mr. Zamir Ahmed Soomro Khairpur 03332526314, 03013683793  
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Instructor, GECE(M) 

Khairpur 

zamirillahi@gmail.com  

16.  Mr. Muhammad Nawaz 

Shaikh 

Principal, GECE(M) 

Larkana  

Larkana  03337554471, 0749410500  

mnawaz_shaikh@yahoo.com  

gecemlrk@gmail.com 

17.  Mr. Rajab Ali Khaskheli 

SS Uderolal Village higher 

Secondary School Matiari 

Matiari 03073518966  

ar.alirajab@gmail.com  

18.  Mr. Muhammad Hassan 

Panhwar 

DDO, DETRC Mirpurkhas 

Mirpurkhas  03332960979 

hassanpanhwar786@gmail.com 

19.  Mr. Juman Khan Chandio 

HST. Madersah& High 

School NaushahroFeroze 

NaushahroFero

ze 

03003679793  

jumankhan1962@gmail.com  

20.  Ms. YasmeenSandeelo 

I/C Principal, GECE(W) 

Sanghar  

Sanghar  03013641804  

gecewsanghar@gmail.com  

21.  Mr. Abdul Latif Siyal 

Lecturer, PITE Nawabshah  

Shaheed 

Benazirabad 

(Nawabshah)  

03337022487, 03123622626  

siyallatif@gmail.com  

22.  Mr. UbedullahMangrio 

AP, GECE (M) Sukkur  

Sukkur  03003101838  

ubedullahmangrio@gmail.com  

23.  Mr. Abdul RasheedQureshi 

HST, GHS No.1, Shikarpur 

Shikarpur 03337261127  

ar.qureshi1959@gmail.com  

24.  Mr. Dodo Khan Khaskheli 

Asstt.Director, DETRC 

Thatta 

Sujawal 03003063191-03332779066 

dodakhan59@gmail.com 

25.  Mr. Abdul WahabNizamani 

DOE (Sports) T. M. Khan  

Tando 

Muhammad 

Khan  

03332808704  

wahaba453@yahoo.com  

26.  Mr. Mohammad 

SiddiqueNihlani 

HST 

TandoAllahyar 03003014281-03337583339 

Siddiquenihalani81@gmail.com 

27.  Mr. Wali Muhammad 

Mangrio 

I/C Principal, GECE(M) 

Mithi 

Tharparkar 03463477248  

walimuhammad2009@yahoo.com  

gecemithi@yahoo.com 

28.  Mr. Piyaro Khan Saharan 

Principal, GECE(M) Thatta 

Thatta 03023909464 

piaro2004@yahoo.com 

29.  Mr. Teekam Das  

DOE (Sports) UmerKot 

UmerKot 03313884566  

tikamdas.uk@gmail.com  

mdas.uk@gmail.com  
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ANNEX-5 

 

 

Sindh Provincial Achievement Test 2017 

Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe) 

Bureau of Curriculum & Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro 
 

Name of Centre & Orientation of Lead Master Trainer (LMTs) 2017 

S.No 
Name of 

Centre 
Date District Covered 

Number 

of 

LMTs 

Name of Resource Person & 

DFP 

1. Sukkur 

 

30-1-2017 Sukkur Jacobabad 

Larkana Shikarpur, 

Kambar Shadad, 

NausheroFeroz, 

Khairpur, 

Ghotki,  

Kashmor 

36 District Focal Person 

Mr. Ubedullah Mangrio, 

Associate Professor GECE 

(M) Sukkur 

Venue:  GECE (M) Sukkur 

Resource Persons: 

• Tanweer Ahmed Khan 

• Ajeeb Noonari 

• Rozina Channar 

2. Hyderabad 

 

1-2-2017 Jamshoro,  

Hyderabad, 

Dadu, 

Thatta,  

TM. Khan, 

S.B.NazirAbad 

Sujawal 

Matiari, 

Badin, 

36 District Focal Person 

Mr. Innayat Shaikh, Principal 

GECE (M) Hyderabad. 

Venue: GECE (M) 

Hyderabad 

Resource Persons: 

• Tahseen Ansari 

• Tanweer Ahmed Khan 

• Shaista Channa 

•   Rehana Mirani 

3. Mirpurkhas 1-2-2017 Umerkot,  

Sanghar,  

TA.Yar 

Mirpurkhas, 

Tharparkar, 

 

20 District Focal Person 

Mr. Hussan Panhwar, 

Assistant Director DETRC 

Mirpurkhas. 

Venue: GECE (M) 

Mirpurkhas 

Resource Persons: 

• Aftab Ali 

• Mushtaq Ansari 

• Majida Soomro 

4. Karachi 30-1-2017 Central Karachi 

East Karachi 

South Karachi 

West Karachi 

Malir Karachi 

Korangi Karachi  

 

24 District Focal Person 

Syed Afaq Ahmed, Assistant 

Professor DETRC Karachi. 

Venue: DETRC Karachi 

Resource Persons: 

• Aftab Ali 

• Mushtaq Ansari 

• Majida Soomro 

    116  
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ANNEX-6 

 

Provincial Education Assessment Centre (PEACe) 

Bureau of Curriculum & Extension Wing Sindh Jamshoro 

Provincial Achievement Test 2017 

Grade-3 

Monitoring Report Performa 

School Name _____________________________________ SEMIS Code (New)________________ 

PEACe School ID__________Taluka_____________District_______________Date of Visit_______ 

Name of Test Administrator______________________________________________ 

Monitored test/Day (Tick) 

Monitored test Mathematics (Day One)  Monitored test Language  (Day two) 

Statement Source of Information Yes No COMMENTS 

1. Head Master/Mistress informed 

about the day, date, time and 

objectives of the test  

Informal discussion with 

Head Master/Mistress  

  
 

2. Test Administrator was present in 

the school 

Physical presence of TA 

at the centre 

(Observation) 

  
 

3. Test was conducted according to 

the schedule activities including 

sequence and subject as  prescribed 

by PEACe 

Subject wise daily 

attendance sheet in TA 

File at section 3-6 and 

the activity going on at 

the time of visit 

  
 

4. Student were selected for test by 

systematic sampling procedure as 

prescribed in the “Test 

Administrator Manual”   

Filled in Random 

Number Table at section 

10 and Skip Interval 

Table at section 11 of 

TA handbook and sitting 

arrangement  

  
 

5. Test Administrator solved the 

practice and example questions 

appropriately 

Blackboard with  the 

solved practice and/or 

example questions; 

and/orStudent  booklets 

  
 

6. PEACe School ID were written on 

each Test booklets  

Student  booklets   
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Statement Source of Information Yes No COMMENTS 

7. Students received test booklets in 

alternate order of A & B 

Attendance sheet and 

Student  booklets 

  
 

8. Absent student seat was vacant and 

written ABSENT on attendance 

sheet and booklet. 

Attendance sheet and 

Student  booklets 

  
 

9. Students were seated in the 

appropriate sequence (i.e. left to 

right) 

Roll Number written 

Student  booklets 

  
 

10. Test Administrator received the test 

booklets as per informed medium 

of instruction 

Material handed over to 

the TA/ Talk with TA 

  
 

11. Students written their name and 

PEACe Roll Number on Top of 

Title page appropriately 

Student  booklets   
 

12. Test Centre environment was calm, 

adequately furnished and 

appropriately arranged 

Observation of the 

examination room 

  
 

13. Students were sitting comfortably Observation of the 

examination room 

  
 

14. Lighting and ventilation was 

appropriate for reading  

Observation of the 

examination room 

  
 

15. Stationery box/pouch were 

provided to students 

Observation of the 

examination room 

  
 

16. Clip boards were provided for 

solving the test comfortably. 

Observation of the 

examination room 

  
 

 

Any other observation and suggestions for improvement 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Signature of the Monitoring Officer 

Name ________________________________ Designation___________________ 

Place of Posting________________________ Contact Number________________________ 
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ANNEX-7 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS 

 

MATHEMATICS GRADE-3 
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LANGUAGE SINDHI GRADE-3 
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LANGUAGE URDU GRADE-3 
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ANNEX-8 

Glossary of Terminology 
 

Assessment Assessment is the process of documenting, usually in 

measurable terms, knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs of 

students 

Assessment Instruments These consist of a test framework and specifications, test 

booklets, rubrics, background questionnaires, guides for test 

administration, coding, data input and monitoring. 

Background Questionnaires Provide a context for reporting student performance. 

Student questionnaires collect information on students’ 

demographic characteristics, classroom experience and 

educational support; teacher questionnaires gather data on 

teacher training and instructional practices; head teacher 

questionnaires gather information on school policies and 

characteristics 

Coding Each possible answer is given a specific code. For example, 

if the first possible answer was chosen a code of 1 was 

given; for answer 2 a code of 2 was given; for answer 3 a 

code of 3 was given for answer 4 a code of 4 was given. 

Collapsed School A school with an MOS of 4, 5 or 6 is collapsed with a 

neighboring school to form PSUs before sampling takes 

place 

Cognitive Domain Cognitive domain is knowledge or mind based. It has three 

practical instructional levels including knowing facts and 

procedures, using concepts, solving problems and reasoning 

Content Domain Consists of number, measurement, fractions and geometry 

 

CRQs Items which provide a phrase or a stem, and students give 

the response itself 

Data Cleaning The detection and correction or removal of corrupt or 

inaccurate data from a data set by identifying incomplete, 

incorrect, inaccurate, irrelevant etc data and replacing, 

modifying or deleting the dirty data to make a data set that 

is consistent with other data sets in the task or system. 

Data Entry Data entry is the procedure of transcribing the test data 

from hard copy to a computer using a specific computer 

program 

Discrimination Index How well the item serves to discriminate between students 

with higher and lower levels of knowledge. 

Item  A single question which is written for a specific purpose to 

measure a specific objective 

Multiple Choice Questions 

(MCQ) 

Items which provide a phrase or a stem, and four possible 

answers from which students select the one correct answer.  

National Assessment Large-scale, sample surveys which assess the performance 

of the education system and not individual students. 

National Curriculum The curriculum to be followed by all the schools in Pakistan 

Not significant Identifies whether differences in reported scores could have 

occurred by chance alone, significance tests are reported. A 

probability where p< 0.65 means that the difference could 
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occur by chance alone in 65 out of 100 students. This 

means that the results are not significant. They cannot 

provide reliable information for conclusions to be drawn. 

Pilot Where test items and tests are given to a small sample of 

representative students to see their effectiveness as 

assessment tools. 

Probability This is the measure of certainty  

Provincial Assessment These are large-scale, sample surveys which assess the 

performance of students according to specific content and 

cognitive domains across a range of levels 

p-value P value is a probability, with a value ranging from zero to 

one. If, for example, the p value is 0.03, it means that the 

difference could occur by chance in only 3 out of 100 

students. 

Questions Usually a group of test items written to test the same 

objective 

Random Number Table A table listing random numbers generated by computer 

software according to specifications provided by PEACe. If 

the number of children in Grade 4 is 10 or less then all 

children in Grade 4 are tested; where the number in Grade 4 

is found to be 11- 29 the random table is used to select the 

10 students to be tested; where the number of students is 

greater than 30, the skip interval techniques is used to select 

the 10 students. 

Sample A representative group of students in Sindh Province; 

representative of each district, rural/urban area, gender 

(boys/girls) 

Significant Identifies whether differences in reported scores could have 

occurred by chance alone, significance tests are reported. A 

probability where p< 0.05 means that the difference could 

occur by chance alone in only 5 out of 100 students; where 

p< 0.01 the difference could occur by chance alone in only 

1 out of 100 students (significant difference); where p is 

0.000 there is a highly significant difference. 

Skip Interval The ratio of the number of students enrolled in Grade IV 

divided by the number of students to be sampled from the 

school, rounded top an integer.  

Survey  Same as provincial assessment 

Test Framework Provides the concept behind the testing and details of what 

will be tested and how it will be tested 

Test Specifications Provides specific information regarding the content and 

cognitive domains to be tested, item wise 
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